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ABSTRAC T
Nine volumes including this volume present the finalreport documentation outlining
the accomplishments for the "Cost Studies of the Multipurpose I,arge Launch
Vehicles" (MLLV). NASA/OART Contract NAS2-5056. This volume presents an
assessment of and applicationfor the overall study results to show cost implications
of vehicle _ize, technology, configuration and program options.
The MLLV family will consist of a single-stage-to-orbit configuration plus other
configurations consisting of a main stage (as used for the single-stage-to-orbit
configuration)with various quantitiesof 260 inch diameter solid rocket motor (SAM)
strap-or,stages and/or injectionstage modules. The main stage will employ
LOX/LH 2 propellant with either a multichamber/plug or toroidal/aerospike en_ne
sy3tem. Fhe single-stage-to-orbitconfiguration will have a payload capabilityof
approximately 500,000 pounds to a 100 nautical mile earth orbit. With the addition
of the st:_p-on SRM stages and/or LOX/LH 2 injectionstage modules thispayload
capabili_,can be increased incrementally to as much as I.850.000 pounds.
The contract consisted of four study phases. The Pha_e I activity was a detailed
cost analysis uf an Advanced Multipurpose Large Launch Vehicle (AMLLV) family
as previously defined in NASA/OART Contract NAS2-4079, Costs for vehicle design,
test, transportation, manufacture and launch were defined. Resource implications
for th,: AMLLV configurations were determined to support the cost analysis.
The Phase II study activity consisted of the conceptual design and resource analysis
of a smaller or half size Multipurpose Large Launch Vehicle (MLLV) family.
"Lhe Phase _ activity consisted of a detailed cost analysis of the smaller Multi-
purpose Large Launch Vehicle configurations as defined in Phase 1]. Costs for
vehicle design, test, transpor+_ation, manufacture and launch were determined.
The Phase IV a.ctivity (as reported in this Volume) assessed the results of the study
including the implicaticns on performance, resources and cost of vehicle size.
program ogtions, and vehicle configuration options. The study results provided
data in sufficient deDth to permit analysis of the cost/performance potential of the
various options and/or advanced technologies.
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FOREWORD
I
This volume. Cost Implications of Vehicle Size, Technology, Configuration. and
Program Options, is one of nipe volumes documenting the results of a twelve
month study program "Cost Studies of Multipurpose Large Launch Vehicles",
NASA/OAF.T Contract NAS2-5056: The objective of this study was to define cost
cost sensitivities, and cost/size ser.sitivities of potential future launch vehicles
to aid in the guidance of current and future technology programs. The basebz_t:
vehicles utilized to make this assessment were:
It The Advanced Multipurpose Large ! aunch Vehicles (AML!,V) as
defined under NASA/OART Contract NAS2-4079.
u The Multipurpose Large Launch Vehicles (MLLV) as defined under
this contract and described in Volume HI "Half Size
Vehicle (MLLV) Conceptual Design".
The program documentation includes this volume plus a Summary Volume, a
Design Volume, a Resources Volume, Cost Volumes, an Advanced Tech.nolog-y
Implications Volume, and Appendices Volumes. Individual designations for
these volumes are as follows:
Volume I Summary
Volume IT Half-Size Vehicle (MLLV) Conceptual Design
Volume HI Resource Implications
Volume IV Baseline AMLLV Costs
Volume V Baseline MLLV Costs
Volume VI Cost Implications of Vehicle Size, Technology, Ccnfiguration,
and Program Options
Volume VII Advanced Technology I,'xtplications
Volume VIII Flight ('oi_trol and Separation, and Stress Analysis
(Ur, elassified Appendices)
Voh'.me IX Propulsion Data and Trajectories (Classified Appendices)
Data on the 260 inch diameter solid propellant rocket motor were obtained fron( the
Aerojet General Corporation. Data on the multichamber/plug propulsion system
were obtained from the Pratt and Whitney Division of the United Aircraft Corporation
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FORFWORD (Continued)
and the Rocketdyne Division of the North American Rockwell Corporation. Data on
the toroidal/aerospike propulsion system were obtained from the Rocketdyne Division
of the North American Rockweil Corporation.
These propulsion data were obtained from the propulsion contractors at no cost
to the, contract. The material received encompassed not only the technical data,
but resources, costs, schedules and advanced technology information. This support
materially aided The Boeing Company in the preparation of a complete and meaning-
ful study and is gratefully acknowledged.
This study was administered under the direction of NASA/OART Mission Analysis
Division, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California under the direction of
the technical monitor, Mr. Edward W. Gomersall.
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i.0 INTRODUCTION
This study was directed to define the economic aspects of a future launch vehicle
system. This work complements the previously completed technological study,
"Advanced Multipurpose Large Launch Vehicles", Contract NAS2-4079. (This
study is hereinafter referred to as the referelLce study. The vehicle iamliy dcIined
by this prior study is hereinafter referred to as the baseline AMLLV family. )
The economic aspects to be defined included:
a. The non-recurring and recurring costs for implementation and operation
of the baselil_e AMLLV family.
b. The non-recurring and recurring costs for implementation and operation of
a half size (MLLV) vehicle family. (Payload capability half that of the base-
line AMLLV family. )
c. Cost effectiveness of program and configuration options.
d. Cost/size implications, and performance/cost implications of advanced
technology applications.
The baseline AMLLV family as defined by the referenced contracted study consisted of:
a. A sin_e stage to orbit baseline vehicle capable of injecting one million pounds
of payload into a 100 n. mi. low-earth orbit.
b. Injection stage modules which are additive to the main stage for increased
payload capability and payload maneuvering.
c. Strap-on solid or liquid propellant rocket motors for main stage thrust
augmentation to improve payload capability.
The design, test, manufacturing, handling and transportation, facilities and launch
plans developed under the referenced contracted study were used as a basis for
cost definition.
The baseline AMLLV vehicle family is depicted in Figure 1.0.0.0-1. Payload
performance for this family is summarized in Figure 1.0. 0.0-2.
The baseline MLLV family was that family defined by this study and shown in
Volume II. The basic MLLV vehicle configuration employed the following components:
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1.0 (Continued)
a) Main (Core) Stage - Sized to provide a single-stage.-to-orbit payload of
approximately 500,000 pounds. Propellants will be liquid oxygen {LOX)
and liquid hydrogen (LH2). Two different engine systems, the multi-
chamber/plug (Pratt and Whitney) and the toroidal/aerospike (Rocketdyne)
were considered for the main stage.
be InjectionStage - A modular stage for increased payload capabilityand
maneuvering, The number of modules will vary from one to three. The
propulsion system will use high pressure bell engines of Pratt and Whitney
design. The p_opellants willuse LOX/LH 2.
Ce Strap-On Stages - Sized to provide a payload to a 100 N.M. orbit of approximately
2,000, 000 pounds when used to augment the main stage with injection stage
modules. Solid rocket motors of 156 inch and 260 inch diameters were
considered.
The baseline MLLV vehicle family is depicted in Figure 1.0. 0.0-3. Payload
performance for this femily is summarized in Figure 1.0° 0. 0-4.
This volume, Cost Implications of Vehicle Size, Technology Configuration and
Program Options, presents an assessment of and applications for the overall
study results. The detailed cost analyses developed for the AMLLV and the MLLV
and reported in Volumes IV and V were utilized to conduct cost effectiveness and
parametric analyses of program, configuration, size and technology alternatives.
This volume is divided into eight sections. The first two sections outline and
summarize the remaining sections of the document. Section 3. 0 presents the
objectives, ground rules, guidelines and assumptions. As the cost data presented
here were strongly influenced by the utilization of specific design, resources and
cost ground rules, these ground rules (which were also reported in previous
volumes) are contained herein for ready reference. Section 4.0 presents the
cost magnitudes and distributions relative to program phases, vehicle stages and
elements, and cost categories. The effects of learning curves on the recurring
costs of the various vehicle components are tabulated for both the AMLLV and the
MLLV families. Methods for obtaining program cost for a specific vehicle eoni_-
guration or for a series of vehicles in a program are illustrated by representative
examples.
Section 5.0 illustrates the method of using the cost information to determine the
cost effectiveness of the program and configuration options. Overall program costs
are shown for different program sizes utilizing different vehicles of both the
AMLLV and the MLLV configurations. The cost impact of providing manu/acturing,
test and launch facilities for the largest vehicle configuration (and then utilizing
the same facilities for a full range of vehicle configurations in the vehicle family)
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1o 0 (Continued)
is compared to costs for providing similar facilities sized for a specific vehicle
con.figurationo The effects of the manufacturing and launch rate on overall program
cost, estimated on the basis of historical data on the S_turn V program, are
presented. Performance and cost potential of various main stage engine options,
including various configurations of the multichamber/plug propulsion system and
the toroidal/aerospike propulsion system are discussed. Other propulsion system
trades, as presented, included the use of liquid strap-on stages versus solid
propellant strap-on stages, the use of 156 versus 260 inch solid propellant
rocket motor stages and the effect of staged 260" St{M stages versus non-stages
260" SRM stages.
Section 6.0 contains the methodoloKv for cost effectiveness evaluation of alter_mtive
technology applications. Parametric data which can be used to determine whether
the development of advanced technology is cost effective is presented. Technology
improvements are related to either improved mass fraction (weight improvements)
or propulsion performance (Isp). Parametric cost curves as a function of perfor-
mance, size, etc., for the baseline vehicles are shown. Costs of the major base-
lfne vehicle components (structure, engines, propellant, subsystems, etc. ) are
defined or mo_eied in terms of dollars per pound of baseline vehicle dry weight
or launch weight. The resulting parametric curves and associated data are used
in representative examples to assess the cost-effectiveness of potential technology
improvements.
Section 7.0, Risks and Deletions, contains an estimation of those activities and
program options which may be deleted from the program thus improving the cost
effectiveness. With these deletions, of course, a greater risk is assumed. These
have been placed in order of probable increasing risk.
Section 8.0, Program Managers Assessment, presents a critical review of the data
and study results h v the program mmmger and the members of the study team,
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•.. 0 SUMMARY
This volume presents a critical assessment of the overall study results to provide an
understanding of the cost implications of launch vehicle size, technology,
colffig_ration and program options.
2.1 COST DISTRIBUTIONS AND SIZE IMPLICATIONS
To define the relative cost relationships for development, procurement, and operation
of the baseline MLLV and AMLLV families, the "modularized" costs (and supporting
resource data) of the two vehicle families were collected and categorized, during the
ccm'se of the study activity, by three program phases, i. e° :
Phase A "Get Ready" Phase
This category includes non-recurring costs for vehicle design,
and for the tooling, equipment and facilities required for production
and launch.
Phase B Development Test Phase
Tbds category includes the non-recurring costs for all development
test activity required to develop and qualify the launch vehicle, its
components and the associated support hardware for manned _,'light.
Phase C Operational Program Phase
This category includes all of the recur-eing costs for manufacture
and launch of the operational vehicles.
The distributions of program costs showed that the percentage of overall program
costs attributable to each of these phases was approximately the same for both the
AMLLV and MLLV programs. This is indicative that the relative distribution of
costs by program phase will be independent of vehicle size. Generally. the non-
recurring costs (the sum of the A and B costs) will be approximately 11 tims those
of the first operational unit cost. The Phase A costs will be approximately 4 1/2
times and the Phase B costs will be 6 1,/2 times those of the first operational unit.
respectively. The relative distribution of c)sts by progrsm phase does 1_ot appear
to be sensitive to complexi_...__._, as the relative distribution of the costs for the
three program phases uere generally the same for the main stage, the injection
stage and the st.lid rocket motor strap-on stages.
Ma6nitude ot overall cost appear.s to be primarily influenced by the complexity of
the structure or system to be built and secondarily influenced by the difference
in size. For example, the cost for the injection stage module will be approximate!.v
2. 1 (Continued)
the sameas that for a strap-on solid rocket motor (SRM)stageeven throuh'hthe
weight of an individual SRMstagewill be approximately seven times that of ._
fueled irijeetion stagemodule.
The overall magnitudeof the costs will be significantly larger for the main stage
as the main stagenot only is the more complex stagebut is also the primary stage
of the launch vehicle and, therefore, must absorb a significant portion of tim costs
fol program management, system engineering, launchfacilities andliquid stage
manufacturing and test facilities.
Further, thc magnitudes of the costs in Phases A, B, and C will not be significantly
sensitive to the relative size of similar articles. For example, the half size (MLLV)
main stage costs for these phases will be approximately 85 percent those of the full
size (AMLLV) main stage.
The magnitude of component costs in Phases A and C will, however, be more nearly
directly related to the quantity required per operation vehicle. For example, the
magnitude of engine and SRM costs per vehicle will be almost directly related to the
number required per vehicle.
The magnitude of the component costs for Phase B will not be sensitive to the quantity
required per vehicle. For example, the development test costs for the SRM stage
will be approximately the same regardless of the quantity to be used per vehicle.
As will be discussed subsequently, the magnitude of the A and C costs for a vehicle
program will be strongly influenced by the anticipated production and launch rate.
The magnitude of the development test or B costs, however, will be insensitive to
the anticipated production and launch rate.
The two R&D flight tests specified for the development test program will represent
approximately 25% of the overall non-recurrin_ costs required for either of the two
vehicle systems. If useful payloads could be flown on the R&D test flight vehicles,
program costs could be substantially reduced.
The addition of either injection stages or SRM stages to the p_imary main stage will
not significantly, increase the magnitude of the non-recurring program costs. For
example, non-recurring costs for the main stage alone will be 36 percent of those
for the main stage and SRM stages.
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2.1 (Continued)
The distribution of Phase A e,_sts by cost categories (i. e., manpower, material,
tooling, facilities and equipment) indicates that a significant portion of the A costs
will be attributable to facilities and equipment. The next largest cost category will
be tooling. The tooling costs will be the most sensitive cost category relative to
vehicle size, even though they will be reduced by only 28 percent as the
vehicle size is reduced by 50 percent.
A major portion of the Phase A costs will be involved in the provision of the launch
facility. These costs will represent approximately 45 percent of the total get ready
costs for the MLLV and AMLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicles As the injection
stage will be the same diamcmr as the main stage, and wil! fit atop the main stage
without significantly increasing the length of the vehicle, its effect on launch facility
costs will be negligible. For use of the SRM strap-on stages, however, a significant
increase in the launch facility will occur.
The relative distribution of costs by program cost categories and elements (i e.,
structures, engines, systems, etc. ) will be generally the same as that of the two
stage Saturn V for both the MLLV and AMLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicles. The
engine systems, however, for the AMLLV and MLLV vehicles will represent a
larger percentage of the overall operational program costs than do those of the
Saturn V. This is attributable to the number of engines involved. For the MLLV
and the AMLLV. 24 individual engines wil_. be used for each main stage. By compari-
son, the two stage Saturn V has a total of 10 engines for both stages.
2.2 COST EFFECTIVENESS OF PROGRAM AND CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
The specific payload requirements, in terms of required payload weight per laur.ch
will have a major influence on the choice of the vehicle configuration to provide the
most cost effective program. However, the cost per pound of delivered payload
generally will decrease as the required payload weight per launch is increased.
In other words, the lower payload single-stage-to-orbit vehicles will be the least
cost effective vehicles in the MLLV and AMLLV families. Cost effectiveness will
improve as SRM strap-on rocket motors are added to the main stage.
Only small operational programs will be required to amortize the additional non-
recurring costs for development and implementation of.the strap-on stages (i. e.,
programs requiring three million pounds of payload to orbit for the MLLV and six
million pounds of payload to orbit for the AMLLV).
Use of the injection stage as a propulsive element to increase payload to a 100 N. M.
orbit will never be as cost effective as utilization of the SRM strap-on stages or an
increase in the size of the main stage. For this reason, use of the injection stage
should be considered only, after achievement ot orbit, for payload maneuvering
or for missions beyond earth orbit. (The injection stage should be considered
11
2.2 (Continued)
as part of the payload to orbit rather thanas part of the propulsion system to
achieve orbit. )
The operational cost effectiveness values of all of the possible configurations in the
MLLV family were compared (1) to thoseof configurations in the AMLL¥ family
and (2) to thoseof the two stageSaturn V vehicle andits potential uprated deriva-
tives employing 156inch and 260inch diameter SRMstrap-on stages. This comparison
lead to the veto" significant study conclusion that, for a given payload per launch
requirement, operational costs will not be significantly influenced by the choice of
an____s_pecific launch vehicle configuration with the capability of providing the required
payload. Operational costs do not appear to be sensitive to design or configuration
options. (Costs are, however, sensitive to payload size as discussed below. )
This conclusion assumes that all possible configurations will be produced and
operated within the same program philosophy, limitations and ground rules.
The data showed that improved cost effectiveness (as stated above) will be obtained
as the payload per launch requirement in increased. In other words, there appears
to be a "quantity discount" relative to larger sized payloads. This quantity discount
is based on the assumption that whatever size vehicle is used, the same production
and launch rate will be maintained.
This st_ddy, as well as prior experience with the Saturn V and other programs, showed
that the cost of a launch vehicle will b e significan_fl:/ effected by the production and
launch rate. A primary factor causing increased cost at low rates is the inflexibility
within the current manufacturing and launch philosophy relative to the use of personnel
and skills. The costs for a full complement of personnel and skills, (required at the
production and launch facilities regardless of the rate) will ,,_ignificant2y inovease the
unit cost at low rates. A major factor in reducing costs would be an increase in the
production and launch rate from approximately two vehicles per year to approximately
six vehicles per year.
The cost trades of engine options showed that program costs were 2n!), slightly
effected by the various possible adaptations to either the multichamber/p!ug or
toroidal/aerospike engine systems in terms of size of the engine systems, operating
pressure, number of modules, etc.
The engine option trades indicated that lower operational cost will result from the
use of the lari_er and/or hi_her performance engine options with both the sinK[e-stage-
to orbit vehicles and vehicles containi_ strap-on stag._ z For example,
operationally it will be more cost effective to use the higher performance
2000 psi toroidal/aerospike engine with eight modules, each rated at 2
million pounds thrust than to use the lower performance 1200 psi modules
rated at 2 million pounds thrust or the higher performance 2000 psi toroidal/
aerospike engine with 16 modules rated at 1 million pounds thrust each,
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2. '2 (Continued)
The above conclusion assumes a moderate or large operation. However.
for small operational program sizes _hich cannot effectively amortize the
higher non-recurring cost of the larger nigher performance systems, the lower
performance, lower thrust, systems will be more cost effective.
Tf low cost liquid stages can be developed and procured .at the same price as the $1RM
strap-on stages, a minor reduction in program cost will occur, attributable to easier
transportation and handling of the lighter weight (empty) liquid stage. The transport;Itio_
and handling costs for use of either of these stages will be so nearly the same, howe,, _,r.
that no significant cost advantages can be attributed to either system.
The use of 260 incb diameter SRM's will be more cost effective than the use of
equivalent performance 156 inch diameter SRM's for an operational program. Although
the non-recurring costs for the 156 inch SRM's will be less than that of the 260 inch
SRM's, the lower production costs of the 260 inch SRM's will make them become
more cost effective as program size increases. Again, as with the liquid engines.
the cost trades tend to favor the larger sizes over the smaller sizes.
The baseline program calls for use of the solid rocket motor strap-on stages in a
"zero" stage mode wherein all of the SRM's will be ignited at liftoff and separated
at the same time after burn out. A sequential sta_in_ concept such that approxi-
mately 3/4 of the quantity of SRM's would be ignited at launch and the remaining 1/4
ignited after burnout of the initial 3/4 would in effect provide a three state vehicle and
increase the payload capability by better than 10%, This alternative concept would only
slightly increase the program cost but would provide a significant improvcment in
payload and, therefore, is an attractive option for the vehicle system.
2.3 COST EFFECTIVENESS OF ALTERNATE TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS
Parametric cost and performance data and its application show the maximum dollars
that can be spent for an alternative technology for any specified vehicle program.
These data (1) relate the required main stage size for a given payload to specific
impulse and mass fraction, and (2) show the relationships of program cost to main
stage size.
The data relative to improvements in structural efficiency indicate that the programs
with single-stage-to-orbit vehicles will be more cost sensitive to improvement or
degradation in mass fraction than those programs employing vehicles with strap-on
stages. Similar analyses showed that the AMLLV and MLLV single-sta_e-to-orbtt
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configurations will be more cost sensitive to changes in specific impulse than will
configurations with strap-on stages.
Application of the mass fraction and specific impu!se changes show the following
cost effects for a program to place 20 million pounds of payload in orbit. For the
AMLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle, a 0.02 improvement in mass fraction will
result in a program cost reduction of seven percent. Similarly, a five percent
improvement in specific impulse will reduce the program costs by five percent,
A degradation of five percent in specific impulse will inc_-ease the program cost
6.5 percent.
2.4 COST REDUCTION ANALYSIS
Cost reduction of the baseline programs can be achieved through configuration
modifications and/or changes in program philosophy relative to design, manufacturi_,
and test and launch. Changes in program philosophy will, however, be much more
effective in reducing costs. Philosophy changes include such things as utilization of
the two R&D flights to deliver unmanned but usef,.d payloads; modification to the
manufacturing and launch procedures used with low production and launch rates,
to provide more effective utilization of personnel and skills; deletion of the facility
checkout vehicle (the first R&D flight vehicle would be used for facility checkout);
reduction in instrumentation; deletion of redundant components; reduction of post-
manufacturing checkout; deletion of dynamic tests; deletion of static firing acceptance
tests; reduction of tolerances; and reduction of the safety factor from 1.40 to 1° 25.
(The above are listed in order of increasing risk as the list progresses.)
A cost reduction of approximately 40% appears possible for a typical program to
develop and launch 36 MLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicles. The resource and
cost analyses of this study were accomplished on the basis of the existing techniques
utilized for the Saturn V launch vehicle. Similar cost reduction methods have been
proposed for the Saturn V but have yet to be implemented.
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3. 0 GROUND RULES, GUIDELINES AND ASSUMPTIONS
l'he guidelines and assumptions for this study were developed from the contraetu:,
requirements, the previous AMLLV study (NAS2-407_), and applicable data froL,
previous and current studies. Where special circumstances dictated an arbitrar.,
assumption, The Poeing Company and the NASA technical monitor eor, curred on :,
suitable guideline.
The resource plans were based on current Saturn "v philosphies to the maximum
extent possible. No attempt was made to tailor the program for cost optimization,
Where possible, the cost estimates were based on direct costs with burden costs
added as separate items.
Resource inputs for recurring and non-recurring items were received from functi_mal
organizations within The Boeing Company and from propulsion contractors (Aerojet
General, Pratt and Whitney, and Rocketdyne). Most of the direct inputs were in
terms of manhours: however, total dollar costs were also received for several itoms,
i.e., material, equipment, engines, etc.
The P oeing Manufacturing Departments at the Michoud Assembly Facility and at
tluntsville provided manhours and material estimates for the following items:
l) Fabrication, Major and _{inor Assembly of the Sub-System Components, 2)
Manufacturing Test Manhours, 3) Raw and Production Material, 4) Planning
manhours, 5) Tool Design manhours, 6) Tool Fabrication and Erection hours,
7) Manufacturing Development hours, and 8) MGSE and Handling/Transportatio__
Equipment hours and dollars.
The Boeing Huntsville Engineering Department provided basic engineering design and
sustaining engineering manhours. The Boeing Facilities Department at Huntsville,
BATC and Michoud provided costs of the brick, and mortar facilities for production,
test and launch: transportation and handling equipment: capital equipment and
maintenance costs. The Boeing Test Organization at IIuntsville provided
manhours and costs for conducting Developmental Testing, Structural Tests,
Systems Development (Systems Breadboard), Systems Tests, Dynamic Tests,
Manufacturing Development and Wind Tunnel Tests.
The Boeing Engineering Department at BATC provided costs for Launch
Operations and Launch Vehicle Ground Support Equipment (LVGSE) and Test
Equipment.
The propulsion contractors provided costs for the solid rocket motors, toroidal/
aerospike engine and the multichamber/plug engines. The liquid engine data
was supplemented with data received from the Propulsion Office at NASA/MSFC.
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The details associatedwith thesedirect inputs are displayed and summarized in
the "Resources Implications" Volume III of this report.
The following ground rules, guidelines, and assumptions were utilizedfor
thisstudy activity,"Cost Studies of Multipurpose Large Launch Vehicles"
Contract NAS2-5056:
a. Design
i. Direct ascent to 100 nautical mile circular earth orbit was the primars"
mission used to size and establish the baseline vehicle design, to establish
the trajectory for heating and control analyses, and as the reference
for performance comparisons.
2. The vehicles will be launched due east from AMR.
3. Payload configurations willbe as follows:
a. The payload, exclusive of the nose cone, will have a constant
diameter.
b. Uniform distribution of mass within payload envelope was assumed.
4. Stages and vehicle subsystems will be expendable.
b.
,
Test
All study vehicles will be manrated. The design criteria and the
necessary combination of ground and flight testing were defined
based on those established for the Saturn m/Gemini and Saturn V/
Apollo systems.
.
2.
Present NASA/MSFC and KSC test philosophies will be continued.
Two R&D flight tests will be required to qualify the vehicle. The
development test program for either the AMLLV or the MLLV will
provide for two unmanned flight tests of the maximum size configuration
in the selected vehicle family.
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(Continued)
A faeilit3,checkout vehicle will be provided for initialcheckout of the
manufacturing, test, and laoneh operations, tooling, equipment and
facilities.
4. A dynamic test will be included in each program (either AMLLV or
MLLV) for the maximum size vehicle (strap-ons will be simulated).
. Development testing of the main stage and injection stage will be
conducted in new dynamic and structural test facilities constructed
adjacent to the faetor_, building.
6. The solid motors will require a development program and qualification
testing.
7. Engine acceptance test firing and trim by engine contractor will be
required.
8. Static test firing will be required for final acceptance of the main stage
and injection stage.
9. Static test firing will be conducted on the launch pad.
10. All subsystems functional aud acceptance testing will be performed
by the vendor except as noted.
c. Manufacturing
1. All stages will be built in factories adjacent to navigable waterways.
2. Main stages and injection stages will be fabricated at the NASA Michoud
site (or its equivalent located on a navigable waterway) in a new factory building.
3. The 260 inch diameter solid rocket motors (SRMs) will be manufactured
at the Aerojet General Facility in Dade County, Florida.
o The 260 inch SRM strap-on stage structural assemblies, consisting of the
nose cone, fomvard skirt, aft skirt and attachment fittings will be
fabricated at Michoud and sent to the SRM contractors facility at
Homestead, Florida for assembly to the :_olid rocket motor.
d. Transportation
1. The vehicle elements will be transported from the manufacturing facilities
to the launch facility on towed barges.
17
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2. Land transportation will be required for the main and injection stages
at the manufacturing facility (but not at the launch site).
3. At the launch facility all stages will be lifted directly off their barges
and placed in the selected location by a large traveling gantry hoist;
therefore, no additional transportation equipment will be required.
, The requirements for transporting and handling the elements of the
half size (MLLV) vehicle will be the same as those of the full size
(AMLLV).
B No land transportation of the SRM stage will be required, as it will
be lifted directly from the manufacturing pit and placed aboard the
towed barge used for transport to the launch facility.
. The barges used to transport the SRM stages from the manufacturing
site to the launch pad will also serve as storage facilities. These barges
will be anchored in prot_ted, yet remote locations, and towed to the
launch pad as required for vehicle assembly.
o At the launch site, the SRM's will be lifted directly from the barge and
placed in position on the launch pad by a mobile overhead gantry crane.
This same track mounted gantry will also be used to lift the main and
injection stages.
Launch
1. The launch pad will serve as the static firing stand for main and injection
stages, the refurbishment facility, the vertical assembly and checkout
facility and finally the launch pad.
2. The launch site will be in the vicinity of Cape Kennedy to share the
utilization of the available support facilities, support personnel,
and existing tracking networks.
. Although the acoustic siting criteria indicate that an off-shore
site is required, an on-shore sit,_ was specified to provide comparable
facility, equipment, tooling and cost requirements to those of existing
systems.
, Mating of the SRM and injection stages to the main stage will be at the
launch pad. Final vehicle assembly and checkout will be in the launch
position.
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f. Cost
1.
0
,
4.
_o
All propulsion costing, performance, and design data necessary in lhc
evaluation were compiled from appropriate propulsion contractors
(i.e., the contractors specificallyworking on the respective systems).
Costs were based on 1968 dollars without an inflationaL'y factor. Funds
were assumed to be available as required.
Launch and production rates will be two vehicles per year.
All cost values in this report are contractors cost values only and do
not include profit or fee, with the exception of the Solid Rocket Motors
and liquid engines.
The first unit has been defined as the first flight vehicle: (the first R&D
flight test) effects of learning curve(s) enter after that unit.
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4°0 COST DISTRIBUTIONS, SIZE LMPLICATIONS, LEARNING CURVE
EFFECTS AND METHODS FOR COMPILING PROGRAM COST
This section summarizes the input cost data and shows the distribution o£ costs h_
1) program phases, 2) vehicle stages and elements, and 3) cost categories. Th(,
implications of vehicle size on the costs and their distribution are illustrated and
discussed. The effects of learning on recurring costs are tabulated and graphi-
cally illustrated to provide tools for conducting cost effectiveness analyses as
discussed in subsequent Sections 5. 0 and 6.0. Methods are given for compiling
overall program costs.
The "modularized" cost data ohown in detail in Volumes IV and V are summarized
by program phases and stage and program elements in Figures 4.0. 0. 0-1 through
4.0. 0. 0-3. The costs shown are additive i. e., the Phase A costs for an MLLV
vehicle incorporating a main utage plus an injection stage engine module plus tw(_
injection stage fuel modules plus four strap-on stages can be determined by adding
the main stage costs (Column I) plus the injection stage engine module costs
(Column II) pIus twice the injection stage fuel module costs (two times Column Ill)
plus the strap-on stage fixed cost (Column IV) plus one-half the variable cost of
eight strap-on stages (one-hal/of Column V). The same addition is possible to
determine the program buildup for Phase B costs. To determine the overall
program costs for Phase C, however, learning effects must be applied to the
multiples of stages required for the program. These effects and their application
are shown and discussed in Sections 4. 2 and 4. 3.
The results of adding the various elements (with appropriate learning curve factors
as applicable) to determine Phase A, B and C costs are summarized in Figure
4.0.0.0-4. This chart shows, for example, that the total non-recurring costs
(Phase A costs plus Phase B costs) for an MLLV vehicle consisting of a main
stage plus eight SBM stages plus a three module in)ection stage will be 4.09 billion
dollars. The recurring cost of the first operational vehicle will be 372 thousand
dollars. Similarly, the recurring cost of the first operational MLLV single-stage-
to-orbit vehicle will be 251 thousand dollars. The non-recurring costs for develop-
ment of this vehicle (not shown on figure)will be 2.78 billion dollars.
4.1 COST DISTRIBUTIONS AND VEHIC LE SIZE IMPLICATIONS
The detailed "modularized" cost data shown in Volumes IV and V were analyzed to
determine the distributionof costs relativeto:
a. Program Phases
la
2.
3.
"Get Ready" costs (A costs)
Development test costs (B costs)
First operational unit costs (C costs for the 3rd flight unit)
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(Continued)
Program Elements
lo
2.
Stage costs - Main stage, injectionstage, strap-on stage, etc.
Component costs - Structures, propulsion and mechanical, electrical
and electronic, etc.
Operations costs- Manufacturing, test, transportation, launch, etc.
c. Cost Categories
1. Labor
2. Material
3. Tooling
4. Equipment
5. Facilities
The resulting data is summarized in Figures 4.1.0. 0-1 through 4, 1.0. 0-10. Figure
4.1.0. 0-1 shows the apportionment of stage costs by program phases. Figure
4.1.0.0-2 shows the stage cost distribution by program phases for the maximum
size AMLLV and MLLV veMcles. These fimtres indicate t}_at the costs for the
nmin stage development and operation with an MLLV or AMLLV maximum size(l)
vehicle b-ill be approximately two-thirds of the total A, B and/or C costs. Costs for
the three module injection stage and for the full complement of strap-on stage will
be approximately one-fifth and one-eighth of the total costs respectively.
The majority of the costs are attributable to the main stage because the main
stage is the primary stage of the launch vehicle and, therefore, must absorb a
significant portion of the fixed program costs associated with:
ae Program Management and System Engineering.
be Liquid stage manufacturing and test facilities (construction, checkout,
operation and mainter_nce).
CQ Launch facility (construction, checkout, operation and maintenance).
The apportionment of costs by program phases and stages provided the following
relationships:
MLLV AMLLV
a, Main Stage
A
C (ard Flight Unit) 4,40 4.52
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4.1 (Continued)
MLLV AMLLV
13
C (3rd Flight Unit) 6.66 60 99
A+B
C (3rd Flight Unit) 11.06 11.51
A
I3 0. 66 0. 65
N()TE: (1) Maximum size vehicle refers to a vehicle incorporating a main st2gc
plus a three module injection stage plus a full complement of strap-on stages.
b. Injection Stage (Three Module) MLLV AMLLV
A
C (3rd Flight Unit) 4.68 3. 42
B
C (3rd Flight Unit) 8.92 7.18
A+B
C (3rd ]_light Unit) 13.60 10. 60
A
B 0. 52 0.48
c. Strap-On Stages (Full Complement) MLLV AMLLV
A
C (3rd Flight Unit) 4.22 2.92
B
C (3rd Flight Unit) 4. 83 3. 95
A+B
C (3rd Flight Unit) 9.05 6.87
B 0. 87 0. 74
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4.1
d.
(Continued)
Maximum Size Vehicle MLLV AMLLV
A
C (3rd Flight Unit) 4.35 4.07
B
C (3rd Flight Unitj 6. 63 6.44
A+B
C (3rd Flight Unit) 10. 98 10.51
A
B 0. 66 0. 63
B costs used for the above ratios include the costs of two R&D flight tests of a
vehicle incorporating a main stage plus a three module injection stage plus the
maximum complement of strap-on stawes. The cest data presented in Fig-ure
4.1.0. 0-3 shows that the costs of the two R&D flight tests represent approximately
one-fom'th of *_
_.e non-recurring costs for either the MLLV or AMLLV vehicle
families.
If useful payloads could be flown on these R&D flight test vehicles, the non-recurring
costs would, therefore, be reduced by a factor of 25_. This overall savings would
not, however, be realized within the total program costs as the costs of the first
two flight units would increase by approximate'y 10_ to account for position on the
learning curve, the additional time for the initial launch cycles and the additional
instrumentation requirements.
Figure 4.1.0. 0-4 shows the stage costs for phase A distributed by the major
program elements. These costs are mod,2arized and presented in such a manner
theft they can be added. The solid rocket motor strap-on stage "A" costs are for
th,_ maximum vehicle configurations, i.e., eight MLLV and twelve AMLLV strap-on
stages. "A" costs for the injection stage fuel modules are for design effort
only, as the facilities provided for the engine module of the injectign stage will be
adcquate for production and operation of the fuel modules.
The "B" costs for the various vehicle stages are displayed in Figure 4.1.0. 0-5. These
costs are distributed by costs attributable to each of the major development tests.
The basic approach used in compiling the non-recurring cost data shown in Figures
4.1.0.0-6 through 4.1.0.0-9 assumed that all launches will be made using only one
of the several possible MLLV configurations shown. All included costs relate to
facilities, equipment and tooling sized for production and launch of only the configura-
tion being used. The two R&D flight test vehicles are of the specific operational
vehicle to be flown.
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4. I (Continued)
These figures show that the non-recurring cost for implementation of the injection
stage are basically the same as for the solid rocket motor stages. They fta-ther
show that the non-recurrlng costs will be relatively insensitive to the number of injection
stage nmdules ".nd/or tim number of SRM stages to be used for the vehicle configurati,,nso
The costs for flight test portion of the development test program will exceed the
development test costs for either structures and systems or the propulsion systems.
The flight test costs are approximately 40 to 50 percent higher than the test costs
for structures and systems developmen_ aad 100 to 160 percent higher than the
costs for propulsion system development, rhe development test costs for the
structures and systems exceeds the development test costs for the propulsion systems
by approxinmtely 50 percent for the single-stage-to-orbit configuration and by
30 to 50 percent for the other configuration.
Another approach (not shown) would assume that all program support elements
will be sized for the maximum configuration and that all other configurations can be
produced and launched for various mixes of launch vehicle within a program. The two
R&D flight vehicles are of the maximum payload configuration.
For this approach which would assume that capability for launching the maximum
configuration must be maintained, the "A" and "B" costs will be constant for all
configurations and the same as those shown for the maximum configuration in the
aforementioned figures.
"C" costs by program element for the first units of both vehicle families are shown
in Figure 4. 1.0. 0-10. (To _lse these data in development of a total program cost,
that requires multiple launches, appropriate learning curves must be used for obtain-
ing the overall program operational costs. )
The a_ove referenced figures also show the relationship of the cost distributions to
vehicle size. From these data the following cost/size/phase relationships were
determined.
phases
A B C
MLLV Main Stake
AMLLV Main Stage .832 .817 .855
MLLV Injection Stal_e Engine Module
AMLLV Injection Sta_ Engine Module .799 .737 .799
MLLV Injection StaBe Fuel Module
AMLLV Injection Stage Fuel Module 1.000 .772 .742
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4.1 (Continuer]) PHASES
A B C
MLLV Three Module Injection Stage
AMLLV Three Module Injection Stage • 799 .730 • 779
MLLV Strap-On Stage
AMLLV Strap-On Stage • 868 .693 .844
MLLV Full Complement of Strap-on Stages
AMLLV Full Complement of Strap-on Stages. S17 • 692 .565
NOTE: All of the above relationships relate to a 50'; size reduction except
for that of the individual strap-on stage which relates to a 23_
size reduction•
As these numbers indicate, a 50 percent reduction in the main stage size will
result in only a 15 percent reduction in the main stage recurring costs while a
50 percent reduction in the injection stage size will result in approximately a 20
percent reduction in injection stage recurring cost and a 23 pereen.* size reduction
for an individual strap-on stage will result in a 16 percent reduction ilt cost
_5, cost reduction frJr a 50 percent size reduction} The basis for this anomalya = _' .
(as stated above) is that the main stage, as a primary vehicle stage, must absorb
a significant portion of the fixed non-size sensitive cost associated with facility,
maintenance and operations. The cost of the full complement of strap-on stages
for the half size vehicle will be only 60 percent that for the full size vehicle.
This significant reduction in strap-on stage costs is due to the combination of:
(1) the effects of size reduction of the individual stages and (2) the reduction in
number of required strap-on stages from 12 to 8.
Figure 4.1.0.0-II through 4.1.0.0-13 show the distributionof costs by cost
categories by stage by program phase. The distributionof costs to the cost
categories was accomplished by reviewing each individualentry in the back-up
detailed cost sheets in the AMLLV and MLLV baseline costs contained in
Volumes IV and V, respectively. Assignment of a specific cost entry to a given
cost category was based on an individualjudgement of each entry. Some of these
assignments required arbitrary assumptions which would effectthe total
distributionsshown. For example, manoower and vehicle material as shown,
relate only to that manpower and vehicle material to be expended to design, test,
build and operate the vehicle. Manpower required in support of the other
categories, i.e., tooling, material, facilities and equipment is included in the
cost of those items as applicable. For example, manimwer for tool design is
shown as a tooling cost. Similarly, material required for tooling is shown as
a tooling cost. Material costs as assigned to the vehicle material category
reflect all costs for purchases material (lnchmlve of purchased assemblies and
subsystems) to be used to design, test, manuflcture and operate the vehicle.
SIaM and liquid engines for this distribution were not considered purchased
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! t. 1 (Continued)
assemblies (vehicle material) but were further broken down into the manpower,
material, tooling, fabrication and equipment by categories. All systems and
subsystems, on the other hand, were classified as vehicle material exclusively.
The distribution of Phase A costs by cost category as shown in Figure 4.1.0.0-11,
indicates that a significant portion of the "Get Ready" costs will be attributable
to Facilities and Equipment. The next largest cost category will be tooling.
Of the cost categories shown, the tooling costs appear to be the most sensitive to
vehicle size. Tooling costs will be reduced by 28 percen_ as the
vehicle size is reduced by 50 percent while the total A costs will be reduced bv
only approximately 17'[ for a similar size reduction. The costs for veaicle
material MU be negligible. Program management and engineering design costs
will represent approximately only 1.2 percent and 5.0 percent respectively
of the total Phase A costs.
The ratio of MLLV costs to AMLLV costs for the main stage, for the three module
injection stage, and the full complement of strap-on stages will vary between
80 and 83.5 percent. This is indieatiee of the f_et that the major cost elements
alx_ relatively independent of size. Only a slight difference in the costs for
equipment and the facilities, tooling, and material will occur between the MLLV
and the AMLLV sizes. The manpower requirements will be essentially the
same regardless of the size.
Figure 4.1.0.0-12 illustrates the distribution of costs by categories for Phase B.
These costs include not only the costs for conducting the test, but also the costs
required to provide the test specimens. The development test costs for the MLLV
single-stage-to-orbit will be 81.5 percent those of the AMLLV. Similar
comparisons of the development test costs of the MLLV and AMLLV three module
injection stages and full complements of strap-on stages showed the ratioe will
be 74.1 and 69.2 percent, respectively. For all stages of the ¢,ehiele, the tooling
and facilities equipment costs will be essentially identical regardless of the
size. A relatively significant increase will occur for material costs for the
larger vehicle. The major difference in MLLV and AMLLV SRM stage costs
can be attributed almoat entirely to the increased propellant that will be required
in each test SRM. The manpower costs which represent the major portion
(70') of the liquid stage B costs will increase only slightly as the size goes up.
This is the effect of increased manpower requi.,:ements for manufacturing operations,
test and quality and reliability assurance. As moat of the SRM stage test
components will be purchased, material costs for the SRM exceed the manpower
coats. The management and administration and the vehicle engineemng are
essentially the same.
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4.1 (Continued)
Figure 4. l. 0.0-13 shows the distribution of costs by category for the first
operational unit (C cost). The costs of the MLL¥ stages as ratioed to those of the
AMLLV stages will be 86.5 _ercent, 77.8 percent, and 87,2 percent for the
single-stage-to-orbit (main stage}, three module injection stage, and full
complement of strap-on stages, respectively. As was observed for the costs for
Phase B, the facility, tooling and equipment will be essentially the same
regardless of size. The material costs will be relatively higher for the AMLLV
single-stage-to-orbit vehicles and for the AMLLV full complement of strap-on
stages. Fo£ the single-stage-to-orbit vehicle, this v:ill be a direct effect of the
size increase. For the strap-on stages, it will be principaliy due to the twelve
SRM's for the AMLLV versus the 8 SRM's for the MLLV as well as the increased
propellant loading for the AMLLV SRM's of approximately 1. 000,000 pounds
each. The material costs for the three module injection stage will not be
significantly affected by size. The costs for manpower will represent by far
the majority of the liquid stage production and launch costs. Manpower costs
will be a smaller percentage of SRM stage costs because of the high percentage
of purchased propellant materials and stage components. The differences in
costs for msnpower between each of the MLLV and AMLLV stages will be
principal!y due to the manufacturing and oper_.tions test and quality and reliabilit3.'
assurance. The management and administration and vehicle engineering manpower
will be essentially the same regardless of vehicle size.
Figure 4.1.0.0-14 and 15 illustrate the AMLLV and MLLV main stage production
and launch cost distributions compared to the Saturn V cost distributions. Figure
4.1.0.0-14 shows that the main stage manufacturing cost distributions by cost
categories of the AMLLV and the MLLV will be similarly comparable to those
of the S-IC stage of the Saturn V,
As shown in Figure 4.1.0.0-15, the costs distributions by cost elements will be
ge:,erally comparable except for the engine cost. For the MLLV and AMLLV, the
Jngine costs will be a significantly larger percentage of vehicle costs than will the
engine costs for the Saturn V. This can be attributed principally to the number
of engines involved. For the MLLV and the AMLLV twenty-four engines will be
used per main stage whereas, for the two stage Saturn V a total of ten engines
are utilized.
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t. 2 LEARNING CURVE EFFECTS ON RECURRING COSTS FOR
PRODUCTION AND LAUNCH
The preceding data show only recurring costs for the first flight stages
To evahante overall program costs, (as required for cost effectiveness analyses of
p:og_'am, co_iguration and technology alternatives) it is necessary that recurring
cost be computed for varying production quantities of the individual stages. To
accomplish these computations, learning curve effects on the cost of the various
stages and stage elements must be applied. For the purpose of applying the
learning curve data, the first stage produced for flight (the first R&D flight test)
was considered as the number one unit.
The firstunit costs and learning curve values shown on Table 4.2.0.0-I were defined
for the various stage and stage elements. (See Book 0 of Volumes IV or V.)
As shown "n Table 4.2.0o 0-I, two learning curve rates were utilized in determining
the cost of the variable cost AMLLV/MLLV components. These learning rates were:
1) 91_ for the main stage structure, injection stage engine mod_e) injection stage fuel
module, and delta cost for the heavy weight alternate fo_wv'ard skirt and 2) 95_ for
the main s_ge eng:ine, injection stage engine and solid propellant motors.
For reference, improvement curve (learning rate) tables are provided in Tables
4.2.0.0-II through 4.2.0o 0-V. Tables 4.2.0. 0-H and 4.2.0.0-III show the unit
progressive curves for the 91(,:{ and 95_ learning curves, respectively. Tables
4. 2.0. 0-IV and 4.2.0.0-V show the cumulative progressive curves for 91(}{ and 95cj_
learring curves, respectively. An application of each type of these curves are
shown below.
Unit Progressive Curve Application - The first unit cost of the AMLLV main stago
learning curve sensitive elements (exclusive of engines) are 118 million dollars.
To determine the costs of these elements for the sixth unit, the 91_ unit progressive
cuIve tables are used. The first unit costs of 118 million dollars are multiplied
by the factor. 78365300. This product is equal to 92.47 million dollars. If the
costs of the sixth unit are known, i.e., 92.47 n_illion dollars, the costs of the first
tutit may be obtained by dividing the sixth unit factor from the unit progressive curve
table, i.e., 92.47 divided by. 78365300 equala 1i8 million dollars.
Ctm_u]ative Progressive Curve Application - K it is desired to obtain the cumulative
costs of the first six units, the cumulative progressi,_e tables must be utilized.
For example: the first unit costs of the AMLLV SRM stage learning curve sensitive
elements are 13.05 million dollars. The SRM stage learning curve sensitive elements
costs are on a 95_:[ learning curve. If it is desired to determine the cumulative costs
of these elements for the first six units, the first unit costs of 13. 05 million dollars
are mtdtiplied by the cumulative progressive table factor for the sixth unit, 5.5:'7962.
The product is equal to 72.27 million dollars. If the total costs of the six units are
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4.2 (Continued)
known, i.e., 72.27 million dollars, that number divided by the above factor (5. 5379{;2)
will give the first unit costs of 13. 05 million dollars.
To aid in application of the lear_ng curve effects to the cost analyses, the MLLV data
was tabulated as shown in Tables 4.2.0. 0-VI through 4.2. O. 0-XII. Similar data for
the AMLLV is shown in Tables 4.2.0. 0-XIII through 4.2.0. 0-XVIr[. {NOTE : These
cost data apply only to a production and launch rate of two per year. }
Examples showing the use of these tables are provided in the following Section 4.3
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TABLE 4.2.0.0-II 91_ UNIT PROGRESSIVE CURV]g TABLE
Ukll
0 vlt
1.0000_900
L ,?_IO)_O0 ,Tz|a170o
• (_$Z_OO ,t4,0841o0
• 62t4_600 .e26_)400
t *00))7000 +60)_4000
,_8726:00 .)i)6STOO
6 ,)72S1100 +)/16gLO0
9 +_40_700 t6)ldl04)OO
*!S01|700 •$4_11_?001_4|12900 *14161100
10 •)14.110o ll)_QO00
11 .t_/)2700 •!2117800
11 .t21 )lgO0 ,)_012000
L] .!19,1_200 ,)1tII60_
1. ,t104_Q00 ,61040400
12 ,)OSlZgO0 110t17200
11 ,t0120100 *$0011100
11 •46116000 .61411600
II .46|21400 • 891411100
1) •41t72100 • 4_IIg |7100
_0 ,_14)160o •416M400
21 * *1609400 .41271_00
_2 ._OO0_O00 *49010400
_l ._771t)00 *_7111,00
l_ ,_7440o00 t.741)200
_$ 1_711720o _47111000
10 ,_6g2610o *_6_&700
_7 •46062_00 *41_O2)O0
_o ._eO21JO0 ,_oooo_o_
1_ ,4t11_500 *_)_6400
_ ,4)_19o0o •41)9_6oo
)) ,_4_'00 *41.09P00
_e .,,,.,.)o ,_s_O_lo0
Q I
91 *42_1+000 ++2+04'00
)] .4_)_2300 .42)el)00
44 *_240_100 ,42_/)400
6_ ,421_??00 .42|_Z600
61 .41;0_)00 .41_6000
62 .41_9_000 *41&O)SO0
(,4 *_1t11_00 .41)04_00
19 .61_2_S00 .4141_100
66 ,41))9a00 *41))l)O0
6; ._12t)]00 ,412469OO
60 .41112_00 o4116_000
_0 .41090_00 ._|0_2400
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4.3 METIIODS FOR DETERMINING UNIT COSTS AND FOR COMPILING
OVERALL PROGRAM COSTS
Tkas section presents examples showing the use of the learning curve tables,
provided in Section 4.2, to determine: (I) the operational cost of a tenth AMLLV
representative vehicle configuration and (2) the overall program costs for a
sample program consisting of a mix of AMLLV configurations. The overall
program costs determined for the latter example include not only the operational
cgsts, but the non-recurring costs also.
The cost of producing and launching a 10th unitAMLLV vehicle consisting of
(i)a main stage with multichamber/plug engines, (2)one injectionstage engine
module, and (3)twelve strap-on stages can be determined as follows:
10th Unit Description
Main Stage
Single Stage Vehicle (No° 10)
Multichamber/Plug Engines
No° 's 217-240 (Block cf 24)
Fixed Cost
InjectionStage Engine Module
Engine Module (No. I0)
Fixed Cost
High Pressure Engines
(No.'s 19 and 20)
Sub-Total
Unit Price Ref. Table
$ 86.0M 4.2.0. 0-XIH
56.0M 4.2.9.0-XIII
130. 0M 4.2.0, 0-XII]
$271.0M
$ 14.9M 4.2.0.0-XV
5. 8M 4.2.0.0-XV
3.2M 4. 2. O. O-XVII
$ 23.9M
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t. :_ (Continued)
10th Unit Description
Strap-On Stage (s)
SRM Stage Cost (No.'s 109-120)
Alternate Fwd. Skt. (No. 10)
Fixed Cost
Unit Price Ref° Table
$110. 3M 4.2.0. 0-XVII]
3.4M 4.2.0.0-XVIII
7.9M 4.2.0. 0-XVIII
Sub-Total $121.6M
TOTAL COST _416.5M
Use of the learning curve tables to determine overall program costs is illustrated
considering a twelve vehicle AMLLV program _n_isting of the following:
I "Get Ready" Phase
II Development Test Phase (exclusive of R&D flight t_.sts)
1-q Two R&D flight vehicles (Max. payload config) followed by:
_" six single-stage-to-orbit vehicles followed by :
V One maximum payload AMLLV vehicle followed by:
VI Three vehicles consisting of a main stage with four SRM's.
Cumulative
Cost Ref. Table
Io "Get Ready, A costs
Main Stage
Injection Stage
Engine Module
Two Injection Stage
Fuel Modules
SRM Fixed
SRM Variable
Total A Costs
$1325.2M
248.1M
1.4M
311.8M
88.5M
$1,975.0M
4.0.0.0-I
4 0.0.0-I
4 0.0.0-I
4.0.0.0-I
4.0.0.0-I
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III.
(Continued)
DevelopmentTest. B Costs
(Exclusive of Two R&D
Flight Tests)
Main Stage
Injection Stage
EngineModule
Two Injection Stage
Fuel Modules
SRMStage
Total B Costs
Two R&D Flight Vehicles
Main Stage
SingleStageVehicle (No. 's 1-2)$
Multichamber/Plug Engines
(No.'s 1-48)
Fixed Cost
Sub-Total
Injection Stage- Engine Modules
Engine Modules (No.'s 1-2)
Fixed Cost
125KThrust Engine
(No.'s 1-2 & 7-8)
Sub-Total
Cumulative
Cost
$1,210.5M
337.7M
73.9M
214.1M
225.0M
135.OM
477,OM
$39.OM
34,8M
7.1M
$1. 836.2M
$837, OM
$80.9M
Ref. Table
4.0 00-II
4. O. O. O-II
4.2.0. 0-XIII
4, 2, O, O-XIII
4, 2. O, O-XIII
4.2. O.O-XVII
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43 (Continued)
Two R&D Flight Vehicles
Cumulative
Cost Ref Table
X
,¢
I
i
i
Injection Stage - Fuel Module
Fuel Module (No, 's 1-4)
Fixed Cost
125K Thrust Engine
(No. Vs 3-6 & 9-12)
Sub-Total
SRM Strap-On Stage
SRM St2.ge (No, 's 1-24)
Alt. Fwd. Skt. (No, is 1-2}
SRM Fixed Cost
Sub-Total
TOTAL
IV. Six Single Stage Vehicles
Main Stage
Single Stage Vehicle (No. 's 3-8}
Multichambe r/Plug
(No. 's 49-192)
Fixed Cost
TOTAL
34.6M
18.6M
13. 7M
$265.1M
8.8M
54. 8M
$66.9M
$328.7M
$1,313.5M
Cumulative
Cost
$563.0M
4.2.0. O-XVII
357.0M
780.0M
4.2. O. O-XVIII
4.2. O. O-XVIII
4.2. O. O-XVIII
Ref. Table
_1 s 700. OM
4.2.0. 0-XIII
I,
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4 .2 (Continued)
V. One Maximum Payload Vehicle
Cumulative
Cost
Main Stag_
Single Stage Vehicle (No. 9)
Multichamber/Plug
(No. 's 193-216)
Fixed Cost
Sub-Total
Injection Stage - Engine Modttle
Engine Module (No. 3)
Fixed Cost
High Pressure Engines
(NO. 'S 13-14)
Sub- Total
Injection Stage - Fuel Modules - (Two)
Fuel Module (No.'s 5-6)
Fixed Cost
High Pressure Engines
{No. 's 15-18)
Sub- Total
SRM Strap-On Stage
SRM Stage (No.'s 25-36)
Aft. Fwd. Skt, (No. 3)
SRM Fixed Cost
Sub-Total
TOTAL
78
$ 87.0M
57.0M
130. 0M
$ 17.5M
5.8M
3. 3M
$15.2M
6.6M
6.3M
$121.6M
4.0M
7.9M
$274.0M
$ 26.6M
$28.1M
$133. 5M
_462.2M
Ref Table
4.2.0. 0-XIII
4.2.0. 0-XIII
4o 2.0. 0-XIII
4.2.0. 0-XV
4.2° 0. 0-XV
4.2° 0. 0-XVII
4.2.0. 0-XVI
4.2.0o 0-XVI
4.2.0. 0-XVII
4.2.0. 0-XVIII
4.2.0. O-XVIII
4.2.0. O-xvm
4.3 (Continued)
VI. Three Vehicles Consisting of
a Main Stage with Four SRMVs
Cumulative
Cost Ref. Table
Main Stage
Single Stage Vehicle
(No. °s 10-12) $255.0M 4.2.0. 0-XIII
Multichambe r/Plug
Engines (No. Os 217-288) 167.0M 4.2.0. 0-XIII
Fixed Cost 390.0M 4.2 ° 0. 0-XIII
Sub- Total $812.0M
SRM Strap-On Stage
SRM Stage (No. 's 37-48) $118.7M 4.2.0. 0-XVIII
Alt. Fwd. Skt. (No.'s 4-6) 11.2M 4. 2.0. 0-XVIII
Fixed Cost 23. 7M 4, 2, 0° O-XVIII
Sub- Total $153°6M
TOTAL $965. 6M
Summar_ Total Program
I. "Get Read)"', A Costs
12. Development Test, B Costs
HI. R&D Flight Vehicles
IV. Single Stage Vehicle
V. Full Size Vehicle
VI. Single Stage W/Four SRM's Each
$1,975.0M
1,836.2M
I,313.5M
i,700.0M
462.2M
956.5M
GRAND TOTAL $8.234.4M
The above representative examples used the multichamber/plug propulsion system
on the main stage. The same type of cost data can be developed for vehicles with
the toroidal/aerospike propulsion system on the main stage by using the toroidal/
aerospike data shown in Table 4.2.0. 0-XIV in lieu of the multichamber/plug propulsion
data. The MLLV data, contained in Tables 4.2.0. 0-VI through 4. 2. 0. 0-XII, may
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4.3 (Continued)
be usedto developvehicle cost data and/or vehicle program costs in the samemanner
as shownabovefor the AMLLV.
Similar calculations canbe performed to determine the costs of larger or smaller
size programs for both the AMLLV and the MLLV vehicle configurations as discussed
in the following Section 5.1.
8O
!
!
5.0 COST EFFECTIVENESS OF PROGRAM AND CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
This section of Volume VI show methods for application of the "modularized"
cost data shown in \ olumes I'v" and \ (and summarized in the preceding Section
t. 0 of this _olume) to evaluate:
1o The overall program costs for specific programs.
2. The effects of program size on overall program costs and cost effectiveness.
:_. The relati;e cost effectiveness of the AMLLV and MLL\ sizes as applied to
specific program requirements.
4. The cos* effectiveness of various AMLLV and MLLV configuration options.
As the number of possible combinations between program and configxtration options
is significantly large, this section does not attempt to evaluate all of the alternatives.
Representative program and configuration trades are presented to demonstrate
how such trades can be conducted and how the required input data can be found
and applied. These trades also indicate significant trends and the major influ-
o,,.:=g f_,_ors causing these trends.
In all of the cost data presented and discussed, the costs for d_velopm_.nt
production, checkout and launch of the payload are omitted. Similarly, no costs
are shown for payload or vehicle operations, such as down range tracking and
communications, after vehicle liftoff from the launch pad.
;5.1 COST EFFECTIVENESS OF STAGE AND PROGRAM OPTIONS
To show the application of th_ "modularized" cost data to the eva!uation of the
overall program cost and cost effectiveness, two different specific program
types were defined and costed for both of the vehicle families (the MLLV and the
AMLL\ families), i.e. ;
a. An "unbiased" program - For an unbiased program, the payload size and
packaging is assumed to be flexible so it can be adapted to any of the
possible vehicle configurations. (Payload size and packaging requirements
do not bias the choice of the launch vehicle. ) With an unbiased program the
manufacturing facilities, test facilities, and the launch complex are sized
for the specific vehicle configuration utilized to deliver the payload to orbit.
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5.1 (Continued)
A "biased" program - For a biased program, any or all of the payload size.,
are fixed and, therefore, bias the choice of the launch vehicle. For a bias:,d
program, the manufacturing facilities, test facilities and launch complex,
therefore, are sized by the maximum size vehicle configuration necessary
to deliver the largest specified payload package to orbit.
The resulting data (as discussed and shown below) indicate that the cost effective-
ness choices of conIigurations for a specific program are not only dependent on the
total quantity of payload to be launched, but on the bias created _y specific fixed
payload siz,'s.
NOTE: For thes _ analyses, a constant production and launch :-ate of two per year
was assumed. Therefore, program duration will vary inversely with whicle
size.
5.1.1 MLLV Unbiased Program Cost Summary
To evaluate the most cost effective combination of MLLV stages for various required
total quantities of deliwred payload, the total program costs (including all non-recurring
costs) for delivering b_tw_en three million and eighteen million bounds of payload to a
100 NM orbit were determined. The plot of cumulative payload versus total program
costs for various MLLV configurations is shown in Figure 5.1.1.0-].
Each of the seven lines shown on the Figure 5.1.1.0-1 represents one specific vehicle
configuration delivering the payload to orbit at a launch rate of two launches per year.
The costs were developed based on providing manufacturing, test, launch and other
supporting facilities for this manufacturing and launch rate. The specific points shown
on each of the lines indicate specific payload increments that can be obtained with each
of these configurations.
As shown, seven launches of the MLLV single stage to orbit vehicle are required
to deliver three million pounds to a 100 NM orbit. With the same vehicle configuration
39 launches are required to deliver eighteen million pounds to orbit. Two launches
of the vehicle configuration consisting of a main stage plus eight SRM stages and
a three module injection stage are required to deliver three million pounds. To
deliver eighteen million pounds, i0 launches of this larger configuration are requi; ed
The figure shows that the most costly ways to deliver the payload to orbit will be with
the single stage to orbit vehicle configuration or the vehicle configuration consisting
of a nmin stage plus a single module injection stage. The addition of an injection
stage, however, will be a more cost effective option than the use of a single stage
to orbit vehicle alone for programs requiring more than nine million pounds,
delivered to orbit. Configurations employing tl, e SRN strap-on stages will result
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TABI.E 5. 1.1.0-I
I T E M
"A" ('A'I E(;ORY
MAIN STA(iE
INJE('TION STAGE
SOIJI)S
"A" TOTAL
"B" CATEGORY
M(H)E L TESTS
SYSTEMS TEST
SDF
MF(;. I)EV
ENGINE
YTRUCT. I)EV. & TEST
I)TV
"F" & MOCK-I!P
R&I) FIJGItTS
"B" TOTAL
MI.I.V IrNIHASEI) I'I{()GItAM COSTS
N() IHAS IN PllOGRAM ELEMENTS
(IX)I.LARS IN THOUSANDS)
SINGI.E
STAGE
YEHI('I.F
$1,10.1,636
0
0
$1,104,636
$ 60,",
120,000
73,200
9,923
32B, 523
66,420
53, 104
290, 712 I
731,826
$1,67i, 308
MAIN
STAGE
+ INJ.
STAGE
VEHICLE
$1,
MAIN
STAGE
+ 2 SRM's
VEIIICLE
$1,104,6136 $1,104,6361
197,740 0
0 254,051
$1,302,376 $1,358,687
600 $ 1.000
140,000 120,000
80,415 77,775
11,624 10,041
484,994 442, 63_
77,626 75, 049
65, 104 71, 61_
316, 717 320, 931
802,331 819 t 126
979, 411 $1,938o 173
MAIN
STAGE
_"4 SRM's
VEtlICLE
$1,104,636
0
278,050
$I, 382,686
$ 1,000
120, 000
77,775
1 _, 04l
442,439
_5,049
71,612
320,931
856, 62_
$1,975,673
MAIN MAIN
STA(;E STAGE
+ 6 SRM's ¢ R S!{M's
VFItlC I.E VEIIICI.E
$1. I04,636 $ , 104, 6;36
0 0
303, 81:3 328, 441
$1,408,449 $1,433,077
$ 1,00015 1, 0oo
120,000 120, 000
77,775 77, 775
10,041
442, 63_
75, 04S
71,612
320, 931
892,726
$2,011,773 $2,047,172
MAIN
STA(;E
+ C_M) IN.I.
_4 SI{ M's
VEIII('I.E
$1,101.636
19_4, t50
32_, 4 I1
$1,631, 527
1, 000
140, ooo
89, 56_;
10, 041 11,712
442. 639 602, 110
75, 049 96,845
71,612 97, _71
320,931 373, 162
928,126 1, 048, _ql
"C" CATEGORY
MAIN STAGE
IN JE('T1ON STAGE
SOIADS
1ST OPERATIONAL VEHICLE
(THIRD FLIGHT UNIT)
251,300 $ 251,300
0 21,400
0 0
$ 251,300 $ 272,700
$251,300
0
28, 000
$279, 300
$251,300
0
45, 1 O0
$296,400
$251,300 $251,300
0 0
61,800 77,800
$313,100 $329,100
$2,461,130
A÷B
C
A+B÷C
PAYLOADS - VEHICLES WITH:
MULTICHAMBER/PLUG WITH
SINGLE POSITION NOZZLE
ON MAIN STAGE
NUMI',ER OF LAUNCHES OF
VEIIICI,ES WITH MULTICH ,/_MBER/
PLUG SIN(;I,E POSITION NOZZLE
ON MAIN STAGE REQUIRED FOR
A PROGRAM OF :
3 MILI ION
6 MIL, L ION
12 MILLION
18 MILLION
LBS. TO 100 N.M. EARTH ORBIT
l,
$2,775, 944 $3, 281,787 $3,296, 860 $3,358,359
251,300 272, 700 279, 300 296, 10O
$3, 027,244 $3, 554, 487 $3, 576, 16_ .$3,654,759
$'3.420,222 $3,480,250
313,100 329,100
$3, 733, 322 $3,809, 35C
$ 251,30f
42, 60fl
77, 80C
$371,70f
!$4, 092, 65'
371,701
$4,464, 35'
471,649 553, 593
7 6
13 ll
2¢ 22
39 33
824, 478
4
8
15
22
1, 159, 48_
3
6
11
iS
1,458, 179
3
5
9
13
1,756,869 1,851,441
2
4
7
11
2
4
7
10
84
I
I
TABLE 5. 1.1.0-II MLLV UNBIASED PROGRAM COST SUMMARY
V E HICLE
f,ESCRIPTION
PAYLOAD/LAUNCH
NUMBER OF TOTAL
LA UNC HE S PAY LOAD
PROGRAM COST
($ IN MILLIONS)
Single Stage
(471,649 lbs)
*2 + 7 3,301,543 4,474.3
2 + 13 6,131,437 5, _(;7.2
2 + 20 12,262,874 8,863.2
2 + 39 18,394,311 11,(i(;5.8
Main Stage
Plus a Single Module
hljcction Stage
(553,593 lbs)
2 + 6 3,321,558 4, 8¢35.9
2 + 33 18,268, 569 11,459.9
Main Stage
Plus (2) SRM
Stages
(824,478 lbs)
2 + 4 3,297,912 4,389.7
2 + 22 18,138,516 8, 992.4
Main Stage
Plus (4) SRM
Stages
(I,159, 489 ]bs)
2 + 3 3,478,467 4,233.9
-- w --
2 + 16 18,551,824 7p940.1
Main Stage
Plus (6) SRM
Stages
(i, 458,179 Ibs)
2 _ 3 4,374, 537 4,353.7
2 + 13 18, 956,327 7,281.5
Main Stage
Plus (8) SRM
Stages
(1,756,869 Ibs)
2 + 2 3, 513, 738 4.131.5
2 + 11 19, 325,559 6,910.7
Main Stage 2 + 2
Plus a Three Module 2 + 4
Injection Stage 2 + 7
Plus (8) SRM 2 + 10
Stages
(1,851,441 lbs)
3,702,882
7,405, 762
12,960, 087
18,514,410
4,825.4
5,540.5
6,586.8
7,616.2
*(2) R&D Flights - Do not contribute to total payload
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5. 1.1 (Continued)
in a lesser number of launchesanda lower program costs. (Assumingthat the
s'tm(' launch rate canbe maintained.) The lowest cost programs (over the pa_h)ad
range investigated) v,ill utilize a vehicle consisting of a main stageplus eight
strap-on SRMstages, A review of the cost data showedthat the savings in
t'ccurring cost accrued for a single launchof sucha vehicle will amortize the hight, r
recurring cost required for its implementation. The use of the injection stago
is not as cost effective as the use of strap-on SRM stages.
Table 5. 1.1.0-I tabulates the data for the seven vehicles used in the unbiased
MI.1.V progTam cost analysis. Get ready costs, development test costs, and
first unit vehicle costs are shown. The payloads for each cordiguration are
identified and the associated number of launches necessary to deliver various
quantities of payload are shown.
Table 5. 1.1.0-II shows a tabulation of the input data used to prepare Figure
5.1.1.0-1. Included in this table are the total program costs, total payload, and
the ntumber of launches necessary to place three million, six million, twelve
million, and eighteen million pounds of payload into 100 NM orbit. Shown under
the, description of each of the vehicles in parenthesis are the payload capability
associated with each of the vehicles.
5.1.2 MLLV Biased Program Cost Summary
In the unbiased program option discussed above, costs were determined for vehicles
in which the manufacturing, test and launch facilities were specifically sized for a
specific vehicle configuration. All of the payloads in the program were
delivered by the same configuration. The representative MLLV biased
program, discussed in this section, includes the requirement for placing
one 1.85 million pound payload package in orbit with a single launch plus additional
optional size payload packages. This requires one launch of a manimum payload
vehicle coafiguration (main stage plus eight SRM stages plus a three module
injection stage) coupled with launch of other optional vehicle configurations to
deliver the remainder of the payload in the program. With this launch vehicle
bias included, the total program costs for delivering between three and eighteen
million pounds to a 100 NM orbit were determined. Figure 5. 1.2.0-1 illustrates
th(, total program costs versus the cumulative payload delivered to a 100 NM
orbit for various MLLV configuration launch options.
As shown in Figure 5. 1.2.0-1 the most cost effective option is tnat which consists
of one launch of the ma×im_m payload vehicle coupled with the remainder of launches
being conducted with vehicles consisting of a main stage plus eight SRM stages.
This option is only slightly more cost effective than the option with continuous
use of the maximum payload vehicle configuration. The other options will result in
considerably more expensive programs. As would be expected, from the previous
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i! TABLE 5. i. 2.0-1I
VE }tICLE
DESC RIPTION
PAYLOAD/LAUNCH
Single Stage
(471,649 lbs)
NUMBER OF
LAUNCHES
2+1+3
2+1+35
Main Stage
Plus a Single Module
Injection Stage
(533,593 ibs)
2+1+3
2+1+30
Main Stage 2 + 1 + 1
Plus (4) SRM
Stages
(I, 159,489 Ibs) 2 + 1 + 14
Main Stage 2 + 1 + 1
Plus (8) SRM
Stages
(I, 756,869 Ibs) 2 + 1 + I0
MLLV BIASED PROGRAM SUMMARY
TOTAL
PAY LOAD
(LBS)
3,266,388
18, 359, 156
3,452,220
18,459,231
3,010, 930
PROGRAM COST
($ IN MILLIONS)
5,196.4
12,445.3
5,257.4
18,084,287
3,608,310
Ii,886.1
4,752.7
19,420, 131
8,332.9
4, 786.1
Main Stage Plus 2 + 2 3,702,882
(3) Module Injection 2 + 4 7,405,762
Stage Plus (8) 2 + 7 12,960, 087
SRM Stages 2 + 10 18,514,410
(1,851,441)
7,567.4
4, 827.4
5,542.5
6,588° 8
7,614.2
*(2) R&D flights - Do not contribute to total payload
**One payload of the maximtun configuration
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5.1.2 (Continued)
t,nbiased 9rogram discussion, a single launch of the maximun_ payload vehicle
colffig_.ation coupled with the remainder of the launches being conducted with
single-stage-to-orbit vehicle configurations is the most expensive program option.
The continued use of the injection stage after the launch of the maximum paylo_,,t
vehich, does not appear to be a cost effective option.
Table 5. 1.2.0-I lists the input MLLV biased progq.am costs including the "A" get
ready ¢,osts, the "B" development test costs, and the "C" first unit costs. Since
the biased program includes one launch of the maximum payload vehicle contigurati¢m,
_ho "A" and the "B" progr.tm costs arc constant and are the costs for the maximmn
payload vehicle regardless of what other vehicle configuration options are utilized
for the remainder of the launch program. Also shown in this table are the payload
capability of the vehicles. It was assumed for all of the vehicle configurations that
the main stage would use the multichamber/plug propulsion system with the single
positio_ nozzle. The number of launches shown are those launches of the alternative
vehicles which must be launched in addition to the maximum vehicle to deliver the
payload weights indicated. To obtain the total number of launches in a specific
program one maximum payload capability launch plus two R&D flights of the
maximunl payload vehicle must be added to the number shown.
_l'able 5. 1.2.0-II tabulates the program costs for the costs shown graphically in
i, igui'e 5. i. 2.0-I.
5.1,3 AMLLV Unbiased Program Cost Summary
"Fo evaluate the most c¢,_t effective combination of AMLLV stages for various required
total quantities of delivered payload, the tot21 program costs for delivering between
six million and thirty-six million potmds of payload to a i00 NM orbit were
determined. The plot 3f cumulative payload versus total program costs for
various AMLLV configurations is shown ia Figure 5.1.3.0-1.
As was observed with the M_LV unbiased program, the most cost effective vehicle
(least program cost to put up total payload) is the configuration consisting of the
mah_ stage plus the maximum number of strap-on solid motor stages. The
most expensive vehicle programs are those which use either the single stage
to orbit vehicle or the main stage plus a single injection stage vehicle. The use
of the injection stage does not become cost effective {when compared to the
single stgge to orb,:*, vehicle} until approximately 28 million pounds are placed
into orbit, Then it becomes slightly more effective than delivering the same
payload with the single stage to orbit vehicle,
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TABLE 5.10 3.0-11 AMLLV UNBIASED PROGRAM SUMMARY
VEIIICLE
DESCRIPTION
PAYLOAD/LAUNC H
Single Stage
(1,028,887)
NUMBER OF TOTAL
LAUNCHES PAYLOAD
2 +6 6,173,322
2 + 35 36,011,045
PROGRAM COST
($ IN MILLIONS)
Main Stage 2 + 6
Plus a Single Module
Injection Stage
(1,178,356) 2 + 31
Main Stage 2 + 5
Plus (2) SRM
Stages
(1,310,000) 2 + 28
Main Stage 2 + 4
Plus (4) SRM
St_t ge s
(1,770, 000) 2 + 21
Main Stage 2 _ 3
Plus (6) SRM
Stages
(2,230, 000) 2 + 17
Main Stage 2 +
Plus (8) SRM
Stages
(2,780, 000) 2 + 13
Main Stage 2 + 2
Plus (12) SRM
Stages
(3, 527,290) 2 + 11
Main Stage Plus a 2 + 2
Three module Injection
Stage Plus (12)
SRMStages (3, 710,000) 2 + 10
7,070, 136
36,529, 036
6,550, 000
36,680, 000
7,080, 000
37,170, 000
6,690, 000
37,910, 000
8,340, 000
36,140, 000
7,054, 580
38,800,190
7,475,476
37,377,380
5,892.2
12,998o6
5,566.6
9,922.2
5,327.1
8, 916.9
5,159.6
8,750.6
6, 077.8
9,667.7
*(2) R&D flights - Do not contribute to total payload
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3.1.3 (Continued)
l':tble 3. 1. 3.{,-I presents the AMLLV unbiased program c{}sts. Shown{m _!,i_ !:,l_l{
:, rc nine vehicle configurations and the costs associated with the get ready, developm(mt
icst and first unit costa. The payload capabilities of each ,,ohicle are show_L I }:t,
main stage contains a multichamber/plugpropulsion system with a singlt p,,sititu_ _{,:zlc.
Tl:e total number of launchc._ required for the range of program sizes is als,, _!,,w_:.
Table 5o 1.3° 0-1l shows the program costs for the six million pound pa31oad pr,)gr:L,:.
. nd for the 3G million pound payload program for the nine vehicle col3figur',tli{_,s.
l'he number of launches and the total ,,ayload placed into ,}rbit by eaci_ of _hc.c
{.,mfig_tralions iq also sh{}wn on this "table. Two launches were !l:,-]uded f,}_ '_{ H_ I
lSight test. The payload that could be delivered by these It&I) flight test vehl tes
a as not included in the total payload capability shown.
5.1.4 AMLLV Biased Program Cost Summary
The representative AMLLV biased program, discussed in this section, includes
the requirement for placing a singular 3.7 million pound payload package
in orbit with a single launch. This requires one launch of a maximum payload
configuration vehicle configuration coupled with launch of other optional
vehicle configurations to deliver the remainder ofthe payload in the program.
With this launch vehicle bias included, the total program costs for delivering
between six and thirty-six million pounds to a I00 NM orbit were determined.
Figure 5.1.4.0-1 illustrates the total program costs versus the cumulative
payload delivered to a 100 NM orbit for various MLLV configuration launch
options.
As shown in Figure 5.1.4.0-1, the lowest program cost option for the AMLLV
biased program is the use of a vehicle consisting of a main stage plus 12 strap-on
solid stages. Because of the program bias, the use of an injection stage is
,_lways more cost effective when compared to use of a single stage to orbit vehicle.
In all instances, use of the vehicles wi_out strap-on stages is considerrbly
more expensive than use of those vehicle configurations utilizing strap-on SRM
stages. Use of injection stages with vehicles having strap-on SRM stages will
slightly increase program costs.
Table 5ol. t.0-1 shows the AMLI,V biased program cost summar5 (with a multichamber/
t,lug engine system on the main stage). As the manufacturing test and launch facilities
must be si_ed for the maximum vehicle configuration, the get ready cost and the
dcveh)pment test cost are a constant (fixed) cost for any of the nine vehicle
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'I'ABLE 5, 1o-t. 0-II AMLLV BIASED PROGRAM SUMMARY
i
VEtIICLE
DESCRIPTION
PAYLOAD/LAUNC H
Single Stage
(1,028,878 lbs)
Main Stag_
Plus a Single
Injection Stage
(1,178,356 lbs)
Main Stage
Plus (6) SRM
Stages
(2,230,000 lbs)
Main Stage
Plus (12) SRM
Stages
(3,527,290 Ibs)
Main Stage
Plus a Three Module
Injection Stage
+ (12) SRM Stages
(3,740, 000 lbs)
NUMBER OF TOTAL PROGRAM COST
LAUNCHES PAYLOAD ($ IN MILLIONS)
2 _ 1 + 3 6,824,399 (_, 459. 0
2 + 1 + 32 36,662,122 14,066.0
2 + 1 _ 2 6,094,450 0,229.2
2 + 1 + 28 36,731,706 13,690.6
2 4- 1 + 1 5, 967, 738 5,965.5
2 + 1 + 15 37,187,738 10,705° 1
2 4- 1 + t 7,265, 028 6,024° 5
2 + 1 + 10 39,010, 638 9, 6050 1
2 + 2 7,475_ 476 6,077° 8
2 + tO 37,277,380 9, 668.7
*One payload of the largest config-uration required
**(2) R&D flights of the largest configuration - does not contribute to
total payload
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configurations sho_. Only the production first unit cost varies with the vehicle
configuration° Sho_n in this table are the payload capabilities of the vehicle
with the mu/tichambcr/plug prol:ulsion system with the single position nozzle oll
the first stage. Also shox_ on this chart are the number of launches required
to deliver the six million, 12 rail]ion, 24 miiiinn, and 36 million pounds of
payload to 100 NM orbit. The number of launches required as shown are the
number of launches required of the vehicle options in addition to the two R&D
flight tests of the maximum size vehicle configuration plus one operational launch
of a maximum size vehicle.
Tabl¢, 5.1.4.0-II presents the payload and program cost tabulations for the five
vehicle configuration options presented in Figure 5.1.4.0--!. Note that no useful
payload was considered from the two R&D flights.
5.1o5 Configuration Influence on Program Cost
This section summarizes the MLLV and AMLLV program cost data sho_n in
the previous sections 5.1.1.0 through 5.1.4.0 to illustrate the effects of
configuration selection on overall program cost. Figure 5 o io5.0-1 shows the
total program cost for a representative program considering utilization of all
of the AMLLV and MLLV vehicle configurations. The representative program
shown includes development_ implementation and operation of sufficient vehicles
to deliver 20,000,000 pounds to a 100 N.M. earth orbit. All non-recurring and
recurring program cost were included and there was no restriction on the sizes
of the individual payloads. This figure shows that as the payload capability, of
the vehicle increases that the total program costs will gener,_/iy decrease_ For
the size program sho_vn, the maximum payload capability MLLV vehicle, however,
is almost as cost effective as the maximum payload capability AMLLV vehicle
,and is more cost effective than the majoriw of the AMLLV configurations. As
¢tiscussed earlier and shown on this figure, the use of the injection stage (as a
propulsion unit to achieve orbit) is generally not cost effective. Sim'/ar analyses
of other progr_qm sizes also showed that the use of the injection stage would never
be the most cost effective option. For this reason, use of the injection stage, as
a propulsive stage to achieve a 10O N.M. earth orbit, wa.s no longer considered
and excluded from further cost trades. The injection stage will be a useful stage
for use in orbit and for missions beyond a 100 N.M. earth orbit. The injection
stage should, therefore,, be considered as part of the p%vioad package rather than
as part of the orbital injection vehicle.
The trends discussed above were biased by the size of the selected operational
program relative t o amortization of the non-recurring costs. Figure 5.1.5.0-2
shows the same type d_ta for an operational program only (non---recurring cost
excluded). This figure not only confirms the t_ends dis,:ussed above bllt leads to
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7,. 1o5 (Continued)
a signific._mt conclusion, i.e. : for a given payload per launch requirement,
recurring costs will not be significantly influenced by the choice of the launch
v(,hicl(, configuration. For example, for a payload size requirement of approximately
1. _ million pounds per launch, either the MLLV main stage plus S strap-on st_e
\chicle or the A3ILLV main stage plus 4 strap-on stage vehicle can be used for
basic:flly the same operationM cost. Similarly, for a payload size requirement
of approx_imately 1.2 million pounds, an MLLV main stage plus 4 strap-on stages
vehicle or _ AMLLV main stage plus injection stage vehicle can be used with
no significant difference in operational program cost. To further confirm this
effect, e_sting cost data for two stage Saturn V vehicles and for t_vo stage Saturn
V vehicles with either 4-156 inch or 4-260 inch diameter SRM strap-ons were
normalized for a production and launch rate of t_vo per year. This data, which
•_lre also shoxvn in Figure 5.1.5.0-2, further indicate that for a specific payload
per launch requirement, costs will be insensitive to configuration selection. For
example, for a payload per launch requirement of 500,000 pounds, lhe MLLV
single-stage-to-orbit vehicle or the Saturn V vehicle with four 156 inch SRM
strap-ons can bc used without a significant difference in cost.
As discussed above, for a given fixed payload per launch requirement, operational
progr_m_ costs will be insensitive to the choice of the launch vehicle configuration.
A specific amount of energy, in whatever package, will cost the same amount°
This conclusion assumes that HI possible configurations will be produced and
operated within the sam(, program philosophy, limitations and ground l_tleso
The data in Figure 5.1.5.0-2 further shows that for increased payload per launch
requ:rcments, program cost will decrease. In other words, there appears to be
a "quantits' discount" relative to size of the payload package. This "quantit3_
discount" is b,_sed on the assumption that, whatever size vehicle is used, a
production ,and launch rate of two vehicles per year can be maintained. The effect
of this assumption on the "quantity discount" trend is further discussed in
Section 5.1.6.
5.1.6 Rate Lnflucnce on Unit Cost
I'he cost effectiveness trades discussed in the preceding sections were accomplished
assuming a production and launch rate of t_-o vehicles per year. Prior experience
wit_ the Sat-uml V and other programs has sho_ that the cost of a launch w,hicle
is significantly effected by the production and launch rate. This launch rate/cost
relationship is such that it could invalidate the trends indicated. The range of
siz¢, of the vehicles considered is such that a common launch rate may not be
applic_)le. If payload development time is a limiting factor, a program to launch
a given weight of payload may require a minimum time for accomplishment. For
example, a program to launch 20 million pounds ot payload could require a minimum
of ten years for accomplishment (t_'o million pounds per :lear). This rate
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limitation on payload would impose the following vehicle production and launch
rat(, s:
MLLV Single-Stage-To-Orbit
MLLV Main Stage Plus Eight Strap-Ons
AMLLV Single-Stage-To-Orbit
AMLLV Main Stage Plus Twelve Strap-Ons
4.28 launches/yr
1.14 launches/yr
1.94 launches/yr
0.57 launches/yr
If the unit costs for launch vehicles will be a fuaction of the production and launch
rate, a payload limitation on rate will reduce the costs of the smaller vehicles
and increase the costs of the larger vehicles. To quantitatively evaluate the rate
effect on unit cost, the following activities were accomplished:
a. A review of the rate/unit cost sensitivity of Saturn V/S-IC costs as defined
by the Chrysler National Space Booster Study, Contract NASW-1740 (1968)
and by additional Boeing in-house studies.
b. A review of the AMLLV/MLLV cost data to define the rate sensitive cost
elements.
These reviews resulted in the data shown in Figure 5.1.6.0-1 and 5.1.6.0-2.
Figure 5.1.6.0-1 shows cmnulative annual recurring program costs as a function
of launch rate. This data plus similar non-recurring cost data curves are sho_
on Fig_are 5.1.6.0-2. These latter curves show that the unit costs of the AMLLV/
MLLV vehicles will b(, strongly influenced by the production launch rate and show
the appropriate factors to be applied to the individual vehicle costs to account for
variations in the launch rate from the nominal of two per year.
Figure 9.1.6.0-3 sho_s how application of these launch rate cost bias factors
would effect the results of the program and configuration cost effectiveness
studies shown on the preceding Figure 5.1.5.0-2. This figur_ proposes another
significmnt qtudy conclusion, i.e. : choice of vehicle configuralion for any size
payload per launch requirement will not significantly effect program costs. The
rate bias on costs, as shown on this figure, neutralizes the indicated reduced costs
for the larger payload vehicles (neutralizes the "quantity discount" effect).
Figure 5.1.6.0-4 shows a matrix of oper_ional coets versus vehicle size (payload
per launch) as a function of either various fixed launch rates or variable fixed
rates of payload launched per year. This data shows that the above conclusion
basically holds for any required quantity of payload per year. There are, however,
some minor cost advantages for selection of specific size vehicles for specific
payload per year requirements. For example: for a payload per year requirement
of 2.0 million pounds, the least expensive vehicle would be that configuration
with approximately 2 million pounds of payload capability. Choice of either larger
or smaller vehicles would tend to increase the operational program costs. Similarly,
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: ,',_J:ams which require larger quantities of payload per _'ear will have lower ,.c,._r.,
it _i'tt y utilize vehicles with payload capabilities of slight3' in excess of 2.0M p,,t,_
,+_+E: The data shown on the alorementioned figures, whih, irdicative of tre_, :.-,
should not be applied directly tot quantitative comparisons° For leave,'
launch rates, modifications of operational procedures and philosophy
could reduce the rate impact on cost.
PERFORMANCE/COST POTENTIAL OF ENGINE OPTIONS
in the previously completed AMLLV study (Contract NAS2-4079), rue different
prol_ulsion systems were evaluated for application to the main st-_;e, i.e. :
t) the high pressure multichamber/plug propulsion system and 2) the Z000 psia
toroidal/acrospike propulsion system. The propulsion system alternatives
investi[ ted for the MLLV main stage, in this study, were:
a. The high pressure multichamber/plug propulsion system with a single
position nozzle.
b. A high pressure multichamber/plug propulsion system with a t_,o position
nozzle.
_', The 2000 psia chamber pressure toroidal/aerospike with b modules (each
producing one million pounds of thrust).
d. A 1200 psia chamber pressure toroidal/aerospike with 2_ modules (each
producing 286,900 pounds of thrust).
e. A 1200 psia toroidal/aerospike with 8 modules (each producing one million
pounds of thrust).
The performance analyses of these various propulsion system options are
presented in Volume II. In generM, the multicharnber/plug propulsion systems
willprovide the highest engine performance while the toroidal/aerospike propulsion
systems will have the lowest weight. As a result of vehicle payload performance
analyses, itwas determined thatthe 2000 psia (highpressure) toroidal/aerospike
engine _ illprovide the best compromise bt,txveenengine performance and engine
x_eight. The use of either high pressure multichamber/plug or the 1200 psia
(low pressure) toroidal/aerespike propulsion systems will resultin lower vehicle
payload capability.
This section reviews the performance data relative to the costs of the vario_,s engine
systems to ,assess the performance/cost potential of the engine options. Section
-. '2.1 assesses the relationship to program cost of the module size of the AMLLV
I07
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2000 psi toroidal/a(,rospik(,engine. Section 5°2.2 assesses relationshipto
program cost of the module size and chamber pressure of the MLLV toroi(lal/
aerospikeo Section 5.2.3 analyzes the relationshipto program cost of the
AMLLV multichambcr/plug module size.
The multichamber/i)lug propulsion system costs weft' provided to T!_, ,;oeing
Company by the Pratt and Whitney Division of United Aircraft Corporation.
The toroidM/aerospike propulsion system costs were supplied by tile Rocket(lyne
Division of North Americn.n Rockwell Corporation.
5.2.1 Effects of AMLLV Toroidal/Aerospikc Engine Module Siz(, on
Program Cost
The get ready, development test, and first unit costs for the toroid_/aerospikc,
propulsion system were provided for two different 2000 psia toroidal/acro_pike
propulsion systems: 1) an eight module system with a total thrust of 16 million
pounds (t_vo million pounds thrust per module), .'rod 2) a six-teen module system
with a total thrust of 16,000,000 pounds (one million pounds thrust per mu_aul(').
Fig_arc 5.2.1.0- 1 illustrates program costs relative to quantity of operational
payload delivered to a 100 nautical mile orbit by various AMLLV configurations
employing the tx_o different engine module sizes. The costs for the single-stage-
to-orbit vehicle indicate that use of the smaller module (one million pound
thrust module) will result in slightly lower program costs for small quantities
of operational payload than will the use of the propulsion system with the t_o
million pound thrust module. As the amount of pay_.oad to be delivered to orbit
is increased beyond approximately twelve million pounds use of the larger
module will, however, become more economical.
Two other vehicle configurations are also shown: 1) an AMLLV vehicle consisting
of a main stage plus six SRM strap-on stages ,'rod 2) an AMLLV vehicle consisting
of a main stage plus 12 StLM stages. Each of these configurations were also
costed with the eight t_,o million pound thrust module and the si_een on e million
pound thrust toroidal/aerospike propulsion system. In both instances, the costs
for the vehicles with the two million pound modules will be initially slightly
higher than those of the vehicles with the one million pound modules. The two
million pound raodule vehicles will become more cost effective as the required
total payload increases beyond 27 and 42 million pounds for the main stages plus
six SIL\I vehicles and the main stage plus twelve SRM vehicle¢_, respectively.
Use of either the larger or smaller modules will not signific,_mfly effect the
overall program cost. The costs of the two million pound module toroidal/
aerospike propulsion system for any configuration will be 68 million dolla:_
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TOROIDAL/AEROSPIKE PROPULSION SYSTEM OPTIONS ON THE
MAIN STAGE
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5..o" 1. (Continued)
greater th,xnthat of the one million pound module thrust toroidal/aerospike
propulsion system during the get ready and the development test phases° This
difference willbe amortized by the lower production cost of the two million
pound thrust modules such thatthe larger modules become more cost efh,ctiw'
for the larger programs. The program cost savings attributableto use of th,.
larger modules willbe apprommately 30 million dollars for a program eonsisthlg
of 18 launches of the AMLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle. This saving will
represent a totalprogram cost saving, however, of only 0.4 percent as the
overall program cost for development and launch of 18 operational vehicles
willbe 7.554 million dollars.
5.2.2 Effect of MLLV Tolx)idal/Aerospike Engine _Iodule Size ,and
Chamber Pressure on Program Costs
The three different toroidal/aerospike engine systems investigated for the main
stage of the half size MLLV vehicle were:
a. A 2000 psia chamber pressure system wi÷h eight modules, each producing
one million pounds of thrust.
b. A 1200 psia chamber pressure system with eight modules, each producing
one million pounds of thrust.
c. A 1200 psia chamber pressure system with 28 modules, each producing
286,000 pounds of thrust.
Figure 5.2.2.0-1 shows relative total p_.ogram cost as a function of the cumulative
amount of payload delivered to 100 NM earth orbit for three different MLLV
configurations for the three engine systems. The configurations shown are
(1) a single-stage-to-orbit vehicle, (2) a vehicle consisting of a main stage plus
four strap-on stages and (3) a vehicle consisting of a main stage plus eight strap-on
stages.
For all of the three vehicle configurations, the differences in costs attributable
to the various engine systems employed on the main stage will be only a minor
portion of the overall program costs. With the single-stage-to-orbit vehicle,
the 1200 psia engine systems will be the more cost effective for programs with
tot.xl payload requirements of less than two to three million pounds. "eyond
this point, the 2000 psi toroidal/aerospike propulsion system wili be more cost
effective. While the 1200 psia propulsion system can use existing J-2 turbu
pump technology, the higher performance that can be obtained with the 2000 psi
propulsion system will soon offset the higher costs required for development of
the new turbo machinery. Similar trends, which favor the 2000 psi engine
system, are shown for the configurations employing strap-on SRM stages.
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5.2.2 (Continued)
('ompared to the 2S module 1200 psia system, tne reduced production cost
attributableto the larger module size willgive the ,_znodule 1200 psia enghw
system a cost adv:u,t_c.
The single-stage-to-orbit cozffigurations will be more cost scnsitive to the
engine options than will be configuratiGn s employing strap-on st,_es. ()verall
progra, m costs, in any case, however, will not be signific,_mtly effectcd. For
exmnple, a program cost differential of S200 million dollars between engim.
options for the single-stage-to-orbit vehicle will reprc,qent a cha_nge in total
program costs of approxirmtely 2.4 percent.
5_2.3 Effects of .Xlultichamber/Plug Module Size on Costs
l)uring the AMLLV study program, the multichambcr/plug module size effects
on engine pcrfo,'mancc ,xnd weight were investigated. Som_, degradation in
the amotmt of payload delivered to orbit by the singlc-st,_c-to--orbit vehicle
_:t_ shoxm to occur as the engine module size was increased 0vith total st:_(,
thrast held const,'mt). "['his decrease was due 1) to the incre:ised stage
structural weight required to react the more concentrated engine thrust loads
,_md 2) the sea level effects of the required ovcre,_])an(led nozzle.
it wotdd, thercfotx_, be advantageous from thc performance st.xndpoint to
have ,'us many modules as possible. Cost trades were conducted, considering
the AMLLV singh.-stage-to-orbit, the number of m(xlules to optimize cost/
performance. Figure 5.2.3.0-1 shews that the over[dl progr:un costs for
engine systems incorporating the larger modules generally will be slightly
less than those of engine systems with the smaller modules. While the
non-recurring costs of engines with smaller modules will be consider_)ly
less than those of engines with larger modules, the production costs will be
less for the engines with the larger modules.
5.3 STRAP-ON STAGE CONFIGURATION PERFORMANCE COST
TRADES
In _he prior AMLLV study, the payload capabili_" of the core vehicle was
fotmd to be significantly inert'reed through the utilization of strap-on stages.
The vehicle p(,rform_-mce with both liquid propellant strap-on stages and solid
rocket meter (SRM) strap-on stages was investigated. The strap-on st:Lge
diameter and amount of propellant carried in these sta_cs as ;yell as the
number of stages were investigated.
l.'or the MLLV half size vehicle configuration investigated in this current
stud) activi_', only SR.M strap-on stages were investigated. Strap-on stage
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:liameters of 15t; ._n(l 2t;0 inches anti the method of st_ing these SRM strap-on
st:tgcs \,cr(, examined. This l)erforma_net' trades activity is reported in
Volume II.
This section regot'ts the results of pertorm,'mce/cost trades relative to siz,,
_t)c and staging sequence of strap.on stage propulsion sysU,ms,
5.:I. l Liquid PrOl)ellant Strap-On Stages vs, Solid Ro('ket .Motor (SR_I)
St,%ges
I'll,' liquid propellmlt strap-on stages are an alta, rnati ve for the solid rock,.t
motor (SILM) st,_es. For the purpose of this comparison, it x_as assumed that
the costs for development, test and manufacture of the liquid stage _ould }_,,
the same ms those for the SRM stage. The comparison of the liquid strap-on
stage to the SR3I stage _as, thereiore, based on m,lating ('Oral)arable post-
,n_mfacturing tests, procedures and operations. The liquid propellant
strap-on st:tges for this comparison _(,re assum,,(I to be 260 inches in diam,,ter.
The SRM stage is (lescribed tro,n development through manufacture :rod us_e in
Velum(, III, l)aragraph _.2.:) - SIL\I Development Tests, paragraph i.2. l0 -
l.'iight Tests, Section 5. I - ,_RM .Manufacturing Pla_n :.n(! Section 7.0 - l,aun('h
Pl,'m.
Tahh, .,, :L ;.0-1 outlhu,s th(, processing of the SRM st:tg_, and a compar:d)le
liquid st,_e from th(, m_mfacturing site to the launch facility :rod through
latmch. Costs for most af the operations _vill b(. similar for the two stages,
and are not listed. Wh(,rc substantial differences will e._st, either in "get
ready" non-L-eeurring costs or operating and maintenance recurring costs,
these costs are noted. The prime assmnption is ,'us stated above that the costs
of the txva stages, upon reaching the m,_nufacturing facilits" dock site, will be
equ.xl. This includes the cost of the liquid fuel for the liquid stages. Major
differences occurring in processing Mter this established baseline, are noted
as delta costs.
Weights will be a factor in tr,_nsy_aration ,-rod h,'m(fiing costs. The 260 inch
SRM stag(- for the full size AXlI,LV will weigh apt)ro\imately 1,200,000 pounds,
while the titS weight of rt comparable liquid stage will be approximately
172,00() porto(Is. Storage requirements at the la,mch site will Mso affect
transport ntion and handling costs. The weight :rod q,'ffets" requirements of the
SIL\I stages dictate that they will rein,\in on the barge, moored in a protected
location until needed for launch.
Recurring processing costs for the tnvo configurations will differ very little,
,_:rl will be generally more :,r less compensating. An exception i3 the m(,reased
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SlIM transportation costs which are attributal)Ic to the requirement to stotx'
tileSR.',I st,_cs on the barges ualtil_I the stages have been received, and thc
xchicle is scheduled for launch This _ill necessitate onc barge for each SR3[
stage, plus on(, spare. (Only two liquid strap-on stage barges will b(, required,
as liquid stages will be off loaded immediately upon arrival at the launch facility.
The t_o hargos c,'m each mak, _ t\_o rotund trips per month, if required.) Th(,
SRM barge operating :rod maintenance costs for each latmch cycle of six months
x_ ill exceed the liquid stage b_rge operating ,'rod maintenance costs by s9.5,000.
;'he initial non-recurring costs of the 13 SRM st,_e barges _, ill he, ._.q'_0.8 16.000
n_ore than tar cost of the two liquid stage barges.
It _ill take more time and equipment to lift the heavier SRM stages. This
liffercncc will be partially compensated for by the fact th_)t the SRXI stage xxill
undergo only one handling sequence after barge oft-loading mid _fll be placed
directly in the silo for mating to the main stage. The liquid str:q)-on stages ',,.ill
fir-st go to the recci_'ing area on the pad, and then will be l)l,_eed in a suht(,rran(,:m
storng,, room on the pad mltil n(.e,lcd for stacking the vehicle. While the,
Ol),'t'ating costs of h,'mdling the SR?,I's and the liquid start, on th(. launch pad will,
th(,r(,tore, be approximately the same, there will I_(, a s 1o. (; 10,0o0 a(Iditionn_l
"ost for the larger g:mtrs t',,quired to lift ,'m(I tr:u_spoet the SRT_I st,_g,,s.
l)r<);) 'llant .,-;l,,rag ,:tll I listril)uti(,n ('apat'itios mu..t l) , in( rt,:ts., I :it tile luu,,.('l_
f',_ ilitv, it" liqlti I l)r,,l),.,ll:lrlt -,tag ,s :_'c t(, b" us,, I. The c',st _f :t I liti,)t:tl lu(,l
_t _rag" }):lrgcs, [)umpin_ an i ,listril)utio,_ facilities is t,sti,l_ate, I :tt ._17,000,01)0.
.\< :,'_,_x_n (c,,nsi, lt'ring the prime assumptiot0, th,,se liffert,,+ces _ill r,,sult ill _,t+
appr,,xi _na te ." t 7 \I ( 1.3' ) savings iu the .,\M I,I,V tmn- recurri ug get re:, iv ¢.ost_
,_ttril)ut:.,hl,, t,_ use (ff the liquid strap-(m stage:s. Similarly, the recurring cost,_:
f(w th(, .\?,II,[,V _,._aximum pavloa,I vehicle _ottl(I be re lu(.c,I by S.95K (0.0Z.).
7) ) '} Dollars Available for Strap-(_n Stage Optious
Th,' ,atrap-,,n stag(, options inv,,stigate(! (luring the AM I,I,V and M L I,V w?hiele
(:(),wt,ptual ,It,sign 'studies were the 260 inch a,_t the 15{; inch solid propellant
,',),'k,'l p_,t,)r stages, and _",_., 2(;I) inch liquidl)r,_pell:,r,t ";tral)-'m stages.
('osts f )r the _,ntire SIIM stage l)rogram _ere ctevelol)ed for h()th the ,-\_I[,I,V :_n,I
_.ll I,V. 'l'h(s(, costs inclu(lo the costs of (!(,sign, (levelol,',nent an(I test, [:_('iliti[,s,
/ilalIUf:l(.'tl.lr(,,tr:m,':portntion, and l,_uncl_costs.
,.\ summam" ()f all costs associated _ith the 26C,"SRM stage, fr(,m (Ira_ing I,.,:_r(I
t,_ !nun(.h pad, appear In l:iKures 5.3,2.0-1 and 5.3.2.0-2 as dollars nvail'fi_le
f,,r A_.II,I.V or'kli,l.,V strap-on stage opti,ms. These figures contain individual
tiara [,)!' sp(,('ifit' program sizes considering tl_e maximum payload vehicle._.
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Each MLLV or AMLLV vehicle as costed has a main stage and a full compliment
of SR3I strap-ons; e.g., ,_ for the MLLV and 12 for the AMI,LV.
The tables appearing on each figure show the total program costs (less SRM's),
the SRM strap-on stage non-recurring costs and the SRM strap-on stage
recurring (C s and CF) costs. The totals of the StLXI stage costs appears on the
table ,and on each bar on the bar charts. These SRM totals (as designated by a
triple asterisk) represents amounts available within each program for
implementation and operation of an_" alternative strap-on stage.
3.3. :1 Cost Comparison of MLLV Vehicle Configuration with Strap-()n
156 Inch or 260 Inch SIL\IStrap-On Options
l)ur!ng the MLLV half size vehicle conceptual design study activity as reported
in Volume II of this final report, it was concluded that the 156 inch strap-on
stage with one half the thrust level and one half the propellant weight of the 260 inch
SRM stage would be an acceptable option for the MLLV strap-on family. Twice
the number of strap-on stages would be required for the maximum vehicle
configuration with the 156 inch SFLM's as required for th_ with the 2_0 inch
SRM stages.
In Volume IH, Resources Implications, a comparison was made of the method of
transportation of the 156 inch motor segments to the launch site versus delivem'
of the completed 156 inch stage. The various launch operational procedures and
sequence options for the 156 inch stage were also analyzed. The transportation
and facili_, requirements were identified. This data, coupled with cost data
obtained for !56 inch strap-on motors by Boeing and ot}:,_r contractors on previous
studies provided the input data for the cost comparison.
Table 5.3.3.0-I shows comparable costs for get ready and development test costs
associated with the 260 inch and 156 inch MLLV SRM strap-on stages.
The
S45,
cost
fixed get ready costs for the 156 inch StLM stage will be approximately
000,000 less than those sho_ for the 260 inch SRM stage. The principal
differences will be due to:
a. Slightlyreduced launch complex facilitycosts. These willbe the result of
lower cost handling and liftingdevices required for the 156" SRM segments.
(These segments weigh less than one half million pounds per segment
versus the approximate three and one half million pounds of the monolithic 260
inch SRM stages.)
I). Rt'dueed SRM facility,and tooling costs. Approximately S19,000,000 less
will!( required for the 156 inch SRM stage. As the 260 inch SRM stage
willb, delivered as a complete stage versus the 156 inc_ motor being
119
!TABI,E 5.3.3.0-I GET REA1)Y AND DEVELOP\IENT TEST COSTS FOR ._ILL\
CONFIGURATION WITH EIGHT 260" SRM STRAP-ON STAGES
VERSUS SLXTEEN 156" SRM STRAP-ON STAGES
(DOLI_kt:kq IN THOUSANDS)
I,'[Nt'T!t)N OR COMPONENT 156" SRM STAGE 2(;0" SRM ST:k(;E
Fixed Get Reach' Costs
GSE
._Iiehoud Facility
Launch Complex FaeJli_"
SRM FacilitT and Tooling
Plus Design
Stage Structur_ Design
and 3 ooling
F om_-ard Skirt
S 3,100
, ,420
15 t,000
25,000
19,500
19,729
3,072
8,434
U;2,470
44, 131
32 745
!
19,729
Subtotal oo--. 749 270,5_t
Quan_titT.Sensitive- Get Ready Costs
GSE 14,000
Facility, Manufacturing and
Launch
Subtotal 46,000 57,860
Development Test Costs
Stage Structural "rest 2,287 3,789
Manufacturing Development 118 118
PF RT SR.M 42,900 69,32i
Other 9,500 14,758
Stage Struetu._e 21,000 33,037
Wind Tunnel and SDF 4,975 4,975
Faciliis' Test 15,820 30,219
DTV 18,508 18,508
R&D Flights (2) 224,443 196,207
Static Load 2,880 4,8 t0_
Subtotal 342,431 375,772
TOTAL _
• 1,3,3" SI_\I Stage Contains 1.45 \lillion Pour.ds of Propellant
• 260" SRM Stage Contains 2.90 Million Pounds of Propellant
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delivered in segments, considerably less tooling _ill be required foL' assembly
and checkout at the SRM facilits'.
Co Smaller diameters and lower weight for the associated stage struct'are
dcsigm ,_nd tooling. Approximately thirteen milliou dollars lower cost _ill
result with smaller 156 inch SRM stage structures.
Other get ready costs are those items of ground support equipmea t and faeili_'
manufacturing and launch equipment which are sensitive to the quanti_" of solid
n_otor segments and/or motors to be f,'tbricatcd and to the num}:¢ r of SRM stages
to be launched. The G_E costs for the 156 inch SRM will be approximately the
same as the 260 inch SRM. Althougl_ there will be a considerable difference in
the weight of the items to be handled by the ground support equipment, the la.r_er
quantitms and number of subassembiies (segments) that will be required for the
156 inch SRM _ill make their costs comparable to the 260 inch SRM GSE costs.
There will be a decrease of approx-imately $12,000,000 between the 156 inch
stage ,and the z60 inch stage costs for the quanti_ _ sensitive elements of the
facilitie_ for manufacturing and launch. The 156 inch motors can be manufactured
in n simpler manufacturing facili_" than those required for the 260 inch motors.
The 260 inch motors will require cast, cure and test facilities which cost bet_veen
t_xo to three million dollars apiece. At least four would be required to meet the
launch rate required by the program. For the 156 inch motors, the segments
wi;1 be c_t in smaller increments mad require less complex facilit'es.
A difference of approximately $37.,000,000 will exist between the 156 inch SRM
stage and the 260 inch SI_,M stage develcpraent test costs. The major differences
will be in the PF RT costs where approximately $45,000,000 more will be required
for the 260 inch SRM stage tests. The same number of SRM's will be involved in
the test program, however, the propellant in the 156 inch motors will be hMf
that required for the 260 inch motors. In addition, all other structures will be
reduced in size and weight and, therefore, cost considerably less. A cost
differenee of approximately $15,000,000 will exist in the facility test vehicle costs.
The structural elements, transportation costs, and launch operation costs for
the 156 inch motors will make up the major portion of eahis difference. These costs
wiU be considerably less for the 156 inch SRM stage as it goes throagh the facilits',
hand!in_ and checkout procedures than those for the 260 inch SRM stage. All of
the other costs shown in the development test program will be approximately the
same for the two configurations (except for the R&D flights).
Vehicle programs witl: increasing payload requirements were costed to determine
tb::, break even point bet_veen the t_.o configurations. Three different size vehicle
programs were examined. These programs consisted of four vehicles which
placed 7,000,000 pounds of payload into 100 NM orbit, nine vehicles which put up
15,S00,000 million pounds of payload, and 20 vehicles whic_h put up 35,100,000
121
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million pounds of payload. With only four vehicles, the 156 inch SRM program
cost willbe !1',less th.'mthe program cost for 260 inch strap-ons. The cost
difference is the result of the greater "get ready" and development test costs for
the 260 inch SRM stages as compared to the 156 inch SRM stage. At approximately
nine vehicles or 15,_00,000 pounds of payload, the lo\_erget ready _d developn_cnt
test costs for the 156 inch SR*I willbe offsetby the lower production costs for
the 260 inch SRM stages. At this point, the overall cost ofthe 260 inch SRM
program willbe slightlylower than that of the 156 inch SRM. When the program
is incre,_ed to 20 vehicles, there willbe a consider,_le savings with the vehicle
configuration having 260 inch SRM strap-ons. These compacative results arc
shown in Figure 5.3.3.0-1.
5.3.4 Cost Comparison of MLLV Configuration with Eight Strap-On
260 Inch SR._,I's - Sequentially Staged SRM's Versus Non-Sequentiall.v
Staged S RM's
The ._[LLV configuration consisting of a main stage plus eight stra,)-on 260 inch
SRM's, operating in a zero stage mode, will have a payload capabiliW to 100 NM
of 1,757,000 pounds. In Volume II, the performance advantage of sequentially
staging the 260 inch SRM stages was presented. For the sequential st_ing mode,
six of the eight SRM stages would be ignited at liftoff, burned and separated _tcr
propellant depletion. The remaining two SRM stages would be then ignited.
After their propellant depletion, they would be separated and then the main stage
ignited. The payload with the sequentially staged SRM's would be approximately
L,950,000 pounds. (This payload value is a conservative approximation. The
effects of drag losses and vehicle structural penalties induced by the Sl_I stages
that are. not ignited at launch must be considered in more detail analyses to better
define the vehicle performance for this mode.)
The effects of sequentially staging the SR._I's on the get ready costs, development
tests costs and first unit costs were determined. It was determined that the
folio, ring vehicle elements will be affected:
a. Instrument Unit - The instrument unit must be modified to provide the
modified ignition and separation sequence of tho '_RX! stages.
b. ,Main Stage - The main stage exclusive of the fomvard skirt must be
structurally modified to withstand the greater payload weight and length,
"['he base plug will require a significant increase in the ablative insulation
since it now must withstand the solid motor exhaust gases for 260 seconds
rather than for 130 seconds as with the non-staged configuration. The
forward skirt structx, re will be significantly alfocted. During operation of
the st.,: SRM stages, six of the points at which the SRM stages are attached
to the core vehicle will react the positive loads induced by the thrust o_ the
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5.3.4 (Continued)
SRM stages while the remaining two SRM stage attachment points will
react the negative loads due to the non-operation of these stages and to the
drag induced by their weight. This will create unusual loads paths within
the forward skirt and will necessitate some increase in its weight.
In addition to the vehicle changes, them are several areas which should be
investigated during the get ready and development test phases. These include:
ao Wind tunnel analyses of the local aerodynamics and separation dynamics
during staging. As the SRM stages will not be separated simultaneously,
the spacings between the two remaining and the six being expended will
be more critical than when all eight SRM stages are staged simultaneously.
bo Analyses of the separation motor requirements. With _he tight clearance
between the SRM stages being separated and those remaining, it may be
necessary to modify the separation motors.
c. Increased structures testing of the main stage and strap-on stage forward
skirts to account for the uneven load distribution.
de Modification to the dynamic test activities to simulate for the condition of
six SRM stages being ignited at launch, followed by ignition of the
remaining two SRM stages after the six SRM stages are expended and
separated. This will cause a minor modification to the dynamic test
vehicle, tooling, equipment, tests and operations.
Table 5.3.4.0-I lists the carious elements of get ready and development test
costs showing those elements which will be modified. In addition, the cost of the
non-sequentially staged standard cond'.guration is shown for comparison. The
increase in the get ready and development test costs will be $1,788,000 (0.25
percent).
The recurring (first flight test unit) costs effects are summarized in
Table 5.3.4.0-II.
The first unit cost fcr the SRM stage will be increased by approximately $600,000.
Cost increases of $160,000 for the core stage will include those for modification
of the forward skirt, a slight modification to the thickness of the tank walls,
an increase in the base plug insulation, and slight modifications to the breadboard
and the launch operations.
To provide a comparison of the cost effectiveness, a vehicle program consisting
of 20 vehicles (2 R&D flights, 18 operational flights) using the sequentially
staged method versus the non-sequentially stage method was costed. The vehicle
II
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TABLE 5.3.4.0-I GET READY AND DEVELOPMENT TEST COSTS FOR MLLV
CONFIGURATION WITH EIGHT 260" SRM STRAP-ON STAGES
STANDARD VERSUS SEQUENTIALLY STAGED
(DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)
FUNCTION OR COMPONENT
260" SRM STAGE
(USING SEQUENTI a,LLY
STAGED SRMS)
260" SRM'S
(ZERO STAGED}
Fixed Get Ready.Costs
GSE
Michoud Facility
Launch Complex _acility
SRM Facility and Tooling
Plvs Design
Stage Structure DesigI,
and Tooling
Forward Skirt
$ 3,072
8,454
162,470
44,131
S 3,072
8,434
162,470
44,131
32,285
: 19,729
Subtotal $270,191 $270,121
Quantity Sensitive - GetReady Co_sts.!(Excludlr!.gR&D Flight Tests)
GSE 15,69_
Facility Manufacturing and
Launch 42,210
15,690
42. 170
Subtotal $ 57,900 $ 57,860
Development Test Costs
Stage Structural Test 3,809 3,789
Manufacturing Development 118 118
PFRT SRM 69,321 69,321
Other 14,758 14,758
Stage Structure 33,037 33,037
Wind Tunnel and SDF 5,533 4,975
Facility Test 30, 219 30,219
DTV 19,508 18,508
Static Load 4, 94_._.._0 _ 830
Subtotal $181,243 $179,565
TOTAL $509,334 $507,546
125/
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TABLE 5.3.4.0-II FIRST FLIGHT TEST UNIT COST COMPARISO_ OF
SEQUENTIALLY STAGED MODE VERSUS STANDARD
STAGED MODE FOR TIlE MLLV CONFIGURATION
CONSISTING OF A MAIN STAGE PLUS EIGHT STRAP-ON
260 INCH SRM'S
SE QUE NTIALLY
STAGED MODE
ZERO
STAGZD MODE
8 SRM Stages
Main Stage
$103,165,000
372,638,000
$102,565,000
372,478,000
MLLV Configuration
Consisting of a Main Stage
Plus Eight Strap-On Stages
(Total Vehicle} $475,803,000 $475,043,000
!
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configuration used for this comparison consisted of a maLn stage plus eight
260 inch SRM stages. This analysis showed that the total cost of the program
will be 8,987,900,000 for the vehicle configurations using ignition of all eight
SRM stages at launch. This gave a cost effectiveness of $284 per pound of
payload placed into orbit. Using the staged SttM sequentially staged concept,
the total pL'ogram cost will increase by approximately 15 million dollars to
$9,002,900,000. In terms of cost effectiveness, the staged vehicle concept
will, however, deliver payload to orbit at a cost of $256 per pound.
In summary, the staged vehicle concept will significantly increase the
payload capability at only a minor increase in cost. This will result in a
much more cost effective vehicle.
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6.0 COST E FFECTIVENESS EVALUATION OF A LTER NATIVE TECH-
NOLOGY APPLICATIONS
This section presents parametric cost and performance data and illustrates the
methodology for its application to evaluate the cost effectiveness of alternative
technology applications to the baseline MLLV and AMLLV families. Such
evaluations can be used to determine the maximum dollars which can be ex-
panded, for an advanced technology alternative to replace the technology
specified for the baseline vehicle, without increasing overall cost for a speci-
fied program.
AppLication of technology alternatives to the main stage of either the MLLV or
AMLLV families should result in a change of the overall vehicle weight for a
given payload requirement. This change in vehicle weight will be reflected in
the weight or size (and associated costs) of the major elements comprising the
vehicle and of the required supporting facilities, equipment and tooling. Appli-
cation of the relationships of technology, size and cost with the proper method-
ology will give the cost/performance potential of alternative technologies.
The following tools for evaluation of the cost/performance potential of alter-
native technology applications to the baseline MLLV and AMLLV families are
provided and discussed in the subsequent sub-sections:
a. Relationship of required main stage size, for a given payload, as a
function of specific impulse (Isp) and mass fraction ( _t" ).
b. Relationship of costs to main stage size.
c. Methodology for cost effectiveness evaluation with representative examples
and conclusions.
6.1 RELATIONSHIPS OF REQUIRED MAIN STAGE SIZE TO TECHNOLOGY
IMPR OVEMENTS
Application of technology improvements, such as increasing the mass fraetic, n
or increasing the specific impulse will result in reduction of the required over-
all vehicle launch weight to place a given payload in orbit. Figure 6.1.0.0-1
through Figure 6.1.0.0-8 illustrate th,_ relationships of mass fraction ( )s},
and specific impulse (Isp) as a function of the vehicle weight for a specified
payload capability.
Figure 6.1.0.0-1 shows the required main stage weight of the AMLLV single-
stage-to-orbit vehicle as a function of the main stage mass fraction ( _t" ) for
various values of specific impulse (Isp). The baseline AMLLV main stage
(with multichamber/plug propulsion system) is identified by the triangle which
corresponds to the baseline stage weight of 11.8 million pounds, the associated
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6.1 (Continued)
h 4 of .94 and the nominal trajectory averaged Isp. This figure shows, for
example, that if the h" is increased from .94 to .95 and the Isp remains con-
stant, the required main stage weight will decrease to 10.4 million pounds.
Figure 6.1.0.0-2 shows the required weight of the AMLLV main stage as a
function of trajectory averaged Isp for various values of _t _*. The baseline
vehicle is again identified by the triangle. If the trajectory averaged Isp is
increased by 5_c at a constant h_" of 0.94, the required main stage weight w ll
decrease from 11.8 million pounds to 10.0 million pounds.
Figures 6.1.0.0-3 and 6.1.0.0-4 show similar relationships for the main
stage of the AMLLV main stage plus twelve strap-on stages vehicle configura-
tion. Figures 6.1.0.0-5 through 6.1.0.0-8 show similar relationships for the
main stage of the MLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle and the main stage of
the MLLV main stage plus eight strap-on stages vehicle configurations.
Figure 6.1.0.0-9 shows the effect of propellant density on stage mass fraction.
For this analysis the stage thrust and propellant weight were held constant. To
prepare the chart, it was assumed that changes in propellant density would
effect the length (and weight) of the propellant tank cylindrical sections only.
As the propellant density was increased, the required length (and weight) of
the cylindrical section was reduced. Mixture ratios for LOX/LH 2, LF2/LI/2 ,
LOX/RP-1 and UDMH/N204 propellants are shown for reference. This curve
used in conjunction with the curves of mass fraction and specific impulse ver-
sus main stage launch weight, shown in Figures 6.1.0.0-1 through 6.1.0.0-8,
can be used to determine the effects of a change of propellant density (and
specific impulse) on the required main stage weight to deliver a specified pay-
load weight to orbit.
6.2 SIZE/COST RELATIONSHIPS
The change in main stage weight as described above is reflected in changes in
the weight of the major vehicle systems and subsystems such as structure.
engines and propellants and in the size of supporting facilities, equipment and
tooling.
Figures 6.2.0.0-1 and 6.2.0.0-2 show the non-recurring ("get ready" amt
development test) costs for the MLLV and AMLLV single-stage-to-orbit ve-
hicles and for the : LLV and AMLLV main stage plus full complement of strap-
on stage vehicles. The lines connecting the cost poir_ts show the cost trends
relative to main stage weights. Costs for t*,e two R&D flights test6 are not
included. To aid in application of the methodology defined in the following
section 6.3, the costs are grouped by the following categories:
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6.2 (Continued)
a° Main Stage Structure - Includes, as applicable to non-recurring or
recurring costs, production costs of all main stage structures, struc-
tures for Dynamic and V'acility Checkout Vehicles, static and dynamic
load tests and manufacturing development. Also included (as applicable)
are the delta costs for the heavyweight forward skirt.
b* Main Stage System and System Installation - Includes, as applicable to
non-recurring or recurring costs, production costs of all main stage
systems, system test, system development, and engine installation.
c. Main Stage Engines - Includes, as applicsble to non-recurring or recurring
costs, production costs of all main stage engines.
do SRM Strap-On Stages (as applicable) - Includes as applicable to non-
recurring or recurring costs, production costs of SRMs structures and
motors, SRM GSE, SRM facilities, SRM manufacturing development,
SDF. static load. PFRT and wind tunnel.
e. Fixed Costs - Includes launch and manufacturing facilities, transportation,
GSE, Systems Breadboard (SDF), SE&I, Instrumentation Unit, wind tunnel
tests, manufacturing mockup and propellants.
Similarly, Figures 6.2.0.0-3 through 6.2.0.0-10 show the recur:ing (produc-
tion and launch) costs for the MLVV and AYILLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle
configuraVons and for the MLLV and AMLI V main stage plus full complement
of strap-on stage vehicle configurations. The cumulative recurring costs are
shown for various program sizes (6, 12, 24, and 36 operational launches plus
two R&D flight tests). Learning curve effects are included.
As shown by Figures 6.2.0.0-1 through Figure 6.2.0.0-10, there will be
minimal cost reduction associated with reduction in size for main stage sys-
tems and for fixed items such as facilities, launch operations, GSE, etc.
The most appreciable cost/size relationship will be for main stage structure
and for main stage engines. The costs of these two elements will reduce by
approximately 30_ _s the vehicle size is reduced from the full size AMLLV
to the half size MLLV configuration, The total reduction in cost for this size
change will be approximately 19_.
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6.3 METHODOLOGY FOR COST EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATIONS
The preceding Figures 6.1.0.0-1 through 6.1.0.0-9 show the effect of tech-
nology variables on main stage weight. These data plus the cost versus size
data from the preceding Figures 6.2.0.0-1 through 6.2.0.0-10 provide the
required input data for evaluating the cost effectiveness of alternative tech-
nology applications to the primary stage of the baseline MLLV and AMLLV
families. The following representative examples show the methodology for
applying this data.
6.3.1 Effects on Cost of Changes in Main Stage Mass Fraction
A representative example of the methodology for application of this data for
evaluation of alternative structure is shown in Figure 6.3.1.0-1. This figure
shows the maximum dollars, for lq&D and a 36 AMLLV single stage to orbit
production and launch program, which can be expended for R&D and for production of
the advanced structure alternative (to replace +.he structure specified for the
baseline vehicle} without increasing the overall program cost.
For this particular example, the following conditions were considered or
as sumed:
a. Vehicle: AMLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle - Main stage weight =
11.805 X 106 lbs.
b. Program Size: 36 launches @ ).,029,000 pounds of payload per launch.
c. System Investigated: Structures
d. Technology change: Change in mass fraction from A_' = .94 to l .t : .95.
The procedure was as follows:
a. The total cumulative AMLLV non-recurring cost of $2.53 billion was
determined from Figure 6.2.0.0-1.
b. The totalcumulative AMLLV recurring cost of $i0.35 billionwas deter-
mined from Figure 6.2.0.0-6.
c. These costs (a and b above) were added to determine the total accumulative
costs of $12.88 billion. (Plot point "A" in Figure 6.3.1.0-1).
d. The structure system cost was determined from Figure 6.2.0.0-I and
6.2.0.0-6 as in steps a, b, and c above to be $1.46 billion.
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6.3.1 (Continued)
e. The total baseline program cost (excluding structures) was determined to
be $11.42 billion (Plot point B in Figure 6.3.1.0-1) by subtracting step
(d) from step (c).
f. From Figure 6.1.0.0-1, using a A" of 0.95 and the nominal trajectory
averaged Isp, the new AMLLV main stage weight of 10.4 X 106 lbs. was
determined.
g. From Figure 6.2.0,0-1 and 6.2.0.0-6, the total cumulative program costs
(excluding structure) for the new vehicle weight was determined to be
$11.14 billion {Plot point "C" in Figure 6.3.1.0-1).
Points A, B and C as derived by the above technique and plotted in Figure
6.3.1.0-1 formed the cost effectiveness parameters of the alternative struc-
tural technology to be investigated. The line connecting points B and C is the
cost reduction line; the slope of which indicates the degree of cost reduction
relative to size of the main stage. (The steeper this slope,the more cost re-
duction will be realized. )
The cost difference between points B and C of $280 million is the amount that
the total program costs, (exclusive of the cost of structures) for a program of
36 launches, will be reduced as a result of a decrease in vehicle launch weight
due toachange in mass fraction from A" = .94to A _= .95. 1he cost dif-
ference between points A and B of $1,460 million is the sum of t_e non-recur-
ring and recurring cost of the old structure to be replaced.
The total cost difference between points A and C is $1,720 million which is
then the maximum amount which can be expended for development and appli-
cation of the alternative structures if they are to be cost effective. The cost
for developing and producing of the alternative structures should, therefore,
not exceed the $1,720 million, otherwise, the new technology will not be eco-
nomically feasible and should warrant no further in-depth consideration.
Through the use of data presented in Figure 6.1.0.0-1 through 6.1.0.0-9 and
Figures 6.2.0.0-1 through 6.2.0.0-10, other similar analyses were conducted
for other vehicle configurations and other program sizes. The results of these
other analyses are shown in Table 6.3.1.0-1 and Figure 6.3.1.0-2.
Table 6.3.1.0-1 shows: 1) the cost reduction due to size reduction for im-
proved structure (excluding the cost of the baseline structures), 2) the cost of
the baseline structure and 3) the total dollars available for replacement of the
old baseline structural technology (cost reduction due to size reduction ex-
cluding cost of structures plus cost of the baseline structure). Cost data are
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6.3.1 (Continued)
shownfor PhasesA andB (less flight tests_ and operational programs of 6. 12.
24. and 36 (plus two flight tests each). The vehicles for which da_a are depicted
are the MLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle, the MLLV main stage plus 8 SliMs
vehicle, the AMLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle and the AMLLV main stage
plus 12 SR Ms vehicle. This table is somewhot difficult to interpret because of
the large variance in payloads between the various vehicle sizes. For example,
36 flights of the MLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle will deliver something less
than 18 million pounds to orbit while 36 flights of the AMLLV main stage plus
12 SR Ms vehicle will deliver 144 million pounds of payload to orbit.
Figure 6.3.1.0-2 was prepared to provide better visibility of the dollars avail-
able for new technology (for a 0.01 improvement in the main stage mass frac-
tion} relative to comparative payload programs. This figure shows the overall
program cost reduction due to vehicle size reduction and the total dollars avail-
able within the program for new structure to provide an improvement in main
stage mass fraction of 0.01. This figure shows that the single-stage-to-orbit
vehicles are more sensitive to technology improvements, i.e., more cost
reduction can be realized with the single-stage-to-orbit vehicles through tech-
nology improvements than for the vehicles consisting of main stages plus a
full complement of strap-on stages. For a smaller program which requires
a few puunds of payload to orbit, Figure 6.3.1.0-2 indicates that the larger
(AMLLV) vehicles will have more dollars available for new structures tech-
nology than will the smaller (MLLV) vehicles, However, this chart further
indicates, that for larger payload programs, the smaller (MLLV) vehicles
will have more dollars available for new structures technology. (The tabulated
data on 6.3.1.0-1 explains why this is so. The cost savings attributable to
technology changes for the AMLLV type vehicles during the A and B phases
will be considerably larger than the cost savings attributable to those on the
MLLV vehicles. Conversely, the size reduction resulting from alternative
structure applications and the cost of the base!ine structures will result in
more available recurring dollars per pound of delivered payload for the MLLV
vehicles than for the AMLLV vehicles.)
The data discussed above relates only to an improvement in main stage mass
fraction of 0.01 through the replacement of the baseline structure with an alter-
native advanced technology type structure. Similar trades can be performed
to define the dollars available for other values of main stage mass fraction
attributable to structural changes or to weight changes in engine systems, sub-
systems, etc. The same methodology as described above would be used.
To provide a better understanding of the cost implications of mass fraction,
Figures 6.3.1.0-3 through 6.3.1.0-5 are provided. These figures show the
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6.3.1 (Continued)
percent change in various program costs as a function of various changes in
mass fr_ction. Figure 6.3.1.0-3 which shows the cost sensitivity of non-re-
curring costs to main stage mass fraction, indicates that the largest savings
(as stated above) will accrue to the AMLLV type vehicles as opposed to similar
MLLV type vehicles. The single stage to orbit vehicles will have a more signifi-
cant cost sensitivity to mass fraction during Phases A and B than will the vehicles
with the full complements of strap-on stages.
A review of the sensitivity of recurring costs to main stage mass fraction, as
shown in Figure 6.3.1.0-4, also indicates that the larger (AMLLV) vehicles
will be more cost sensitive to changes in mass fractions than the smaller
(MLLV) vehicles. The single-stage-to-orbit vehicles will be more cost sensi-
tive than the vehicles with the strap-ons to changes in mass fraction.
A combination of the two prior charts to provide the snnsitivity of total_ program
cost___.__Lsto main stage mass fraction is shown in Figure 6.3.1.0-5. This figure
gereraliy shows the same trends indicated above wherein the AMLLV configura-
tions will be more sensitive than comparable MLLV configurations to the changes
in mass fraction and wherein the single stage to orbit vehicles will be more sen-
sitive to changes in mass fraction than th,: vehicles with strap-on stages. For
the program size indicated (i. e., Phases A and B plus 20 million pounds of
operational payload to o_bit), it appears that an improvement of 0.02 in main
stage mass fraction for the AMLLV sit,gle-stage-to-orbit will result in an
approximate reduction in overall program costs of 7_. A reduction of 0.02 in
main stage mass fraction for this vehicle would increase program cost by
approximately 12_.
6.3.2 Effect on Program Cost of Changes in Specific Impulse
For a two percent improvement in main stage specific impulse, Table 6.3.2.0-I
shows: 1) the program cost reduction due to main stage size reduction for the
improved specific impulse (excluding the cost of the baseline muitichamber/
plug engines), 2) the cost of the baseline engines and 3) the total dollars avail-
able for replacement of the baseline engine technology (cost reduction due to
size reduction excluding cost of engine plus cost of the baseline engine). Cost
data are tabulated for Phase A and B (less flight tests) and operational programs
of 6. 12, 24, and 36 (plus two flight tests each). The vehicles for which data
are depicted are the MLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle, the MLLV main stage
plus 8 SRMs vehicle, the AMLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle and the AMLLV
main stage plus 12 SRMs vehicle.
To provide a better understanding of the cost implications of specific impulse,
Figures 6.3.2.0-1 through 6.5.2.0-3 are provided. These figures show the
percent change in various program costs as a function of changes in specific
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6.3.2 (Continued)
impulse. These figures indicate that the largest savings, fl'om improvements
in specific impulse, will accrue to the AMLLV type vehicles as opposed to simi-
lar MLLV type vehicles. The single-stage-to-orbit vehicles will have a more
significant co_t sensitivi_ to specKic impulse than will the vehicles with a full
complement of strap-on stages.
For the program size indicated on Figure 6.3.2.0-3 (i.e.. Phases A and B
plus 20 million pounds of operational payload to orbit), it appears that an im-
provement of five percent in main stage engine specific impulse for the AMLLV
single-stage-to-orbit vehicle will result in an approximate reduction in overall
program costs of 5 percent. A reduction of five in main stage engine specific
impulse for this vehicle would increase program cost by approximately 7.5
percent.
6.3.3 Evaluation of Main Stage Engine Alternatives
A representative example of the methodology for evaluation of main stage engine
alternatives is shown in Figure 6.3.3.0-1. This figure shows the maximum
dollars; for R&D, production and launch of thirty-six MLLV single-stage-to-
orbit vehicles; which can be expended for R&D and production of the 2000 psi
chamber pressure toroidal/aerospike (to replace the multichamber "plug engine
on the main stage) without increasing the overall program cost.
For this particular example the following conditions were assumed:
a. Vehicle: MLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle - main stage weight --
5. 931 X 106 pounds.
b. Program Size: 36 launches @ 472,000 pounds of payload per launch.
c. System Investigated: Engines
d. Technology Change: Removal of the multichamber/plug engine system and
replacement with a 2000 psi toroidal/aerospike engine (with eight modules).
This latter engine will provide a 1.17_ lower value for trajectory averaged
specific impulse but its lower weight will result in an increase in the main
stage mass fraction from 0.936 to 0.943.
The procedure was as follows:
a. The MLLV single-stage-to-orbit non-recurring cost of $2.044 billion was
determined from Figure 6.2.0.0-1.
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6.3.3 (Continued)
b. The total MLLV single-stage-to-orbit recurring cost for thirty-six vehicles
was determined from Figure 6.2.0.0-6 to be $8. 962 billion.
C, These costs (a and b above) were then added to determine the total program
costs for the baseline vehicle of $11.006 billion {Plot point "A" in Figure
6.3.3.0-1).
d. The cost of the multict:amber/piug engine system was determined from
Figures 6.2.0.0-1 and 6.2.0.0-6 (as in steps a, b and c above) to be $1.930
billion.
e0 The total baseline program cost (excluding cost of the engine system) was
determined to be $9. 076 billion by subtracting step d from step c. (Plot
point B of Figure 6.3.2.0-1).
f° From Figures 6.1.0.0-5 and/or 6.1.0.0-6, using the new values of Isp and
_t_ (minus 1.0_ and 0.943 respectively), the required new main stage
weight was determined to be 5.64 million pounds.
go From Figures 6.2.0.0-1 and 6.2.0.0-6, the total accumulative new pro-
gram costs (excluding the costs of the new engine system) were determined
to be $9. 019 billion (Plot point C on Figure 6.3.3.0-1).
The cost difference between poiuts B and C of $57.0 million is the amount that
the total program costs (exclusive of the costs of engines) will be reduced as a
result of the decrease in main stage weight due to use of the alternative ,engine
system. The cost differerice between points A and B of $1. 930 billion is the
sum of the non-recurring and recurring costs of the multichamber/plug engine
to be replaced.
The total cost difference between points A and C of $1.987 billion, then is the
maximum amount which can be expended for development and application of the
alternative engine system if it is to be cost effective.
Similar MLLV trades considering the 1200 psia toroidal/aerospike engine (28
modules) showed that with the lower Isp (3.07_: lower) and the improved mass
fraction (from 0. 936 to 0. 945), the required main stage weight would decrease
to 5. 905 X 106 pounds. The maximum available dollars for development and
application of this engine system (for a thirty-six unit operation program) is
1,936 billion dollars.
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7.0 COST REDUCTION ANALYSIS
The AMLLV/MLLV design, resource and cost studies were based upon the
Saturn V design, development and production philosophies. No attempt was
made to cost optimize the vehicles. The design, resources, and cost activities
followed the Saturn V/S-IC philosophies to provide realistic output and to assure
that the resulting cost data would be relatively comparable to actual historical
Saturn V/S-IC data. The Saturn V philosophies to date have emphasized relia-
bility with cost as a secondary consideration. Through the successful flights
of the Apollo program, the reliability aspects have been proven and cost re-
duction is now receiving more emphasis. Currently, there are numerous
activities underway to reduce the cost of the Saturn V vehicle systems. These
studies have shown that costs may be reduced by from twenty-five to fifty per-
cent of the current costs as the program matures and as the design, manufac-
ture, test and launch philosophies are adjusted to better conform to the actual
requirements of the operational phase.
The Saturn V cost reduction data in conjunctiov with a review of the MLLV /
AMLLV study data was used to identify potential cost reduction areas for the
_ILLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle. Similar analyses can be conducted for
any of the MLLV/AMLLV configurations.
In the cost reduction analyses it was found that the results would be heavily
biased by the initial assumptions or limitations established for conducting the
analyses, i.e.:
a. Almost any modification to the vehicle which will increase its payload
capability will reduce the costs for a program requiring a fixed total
amount of payload to orbit {if the additional payload capability can be
utilized). This may not necessarily be the case.
b. If the required payload per launch of the vehicle is fixed, improvements
to the vehicle must be reflected by a reduced launch weight. This reduced
launch weight will also be reflected in reduced program cost. This latter
cost reduction (for the fixed payload per launch case) will, however, be
only approximately 25 percent of that cost reduction possible if m_ increase in
is allowable.
Either of the above assumptions could be valid depending on the specific cir-
cumstances. A review of any of the data in this book should be accomplished
considering both of these assumptions.
I_ 7.1 POTENTIAL AREAS FOR COST REDUCTION
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7.1.1 R&D Flight Tests
The baseline development test plan specifies two vehicles for R&D flight testing
prior to manned flight. Each R&D flight test will consist of the launch of a h_ghly
instrumented laur_ch vehicle with a dummy payload. If these R&D test vehicles
could be utilized to deliver useful unmanned payloads, a sigalificant reduction in
program costs would be achieved. These payioads should be such that they w_:dd
not be critical and could be replaced should the R&D tests be unsuccessful. The
two R&D flight tests costs for the 1MLLV s_.ngle-stage-to-crbit vehicle will be
731.8 million dollars. If useful payloads could be flown, the majority of this
cost could be saved, i.e., $529.8 million. Certa'n costs due to the longer launch
cycle and to the increased instrumentation requirements, etc., would, however.
still be attributed to these tests.
7.1.2 Dynamic Tests
Dynamic tests are specified to verify the structural and vibration characteristics
of the launch vehicle by simulated flight dynamic loads. These tests will re-
quire a dynamic test stand and structurally complete stages less electrical and
hydraulic components, engines and subsystems. (These latter elements will be
simulated with appropriately mounted lump raasses.) The structural components
utilized in these tests will not be reused in the baseline flight program. For cost
reduction, 1) the dynam.i.c tests could possibly be deleted or 2) the dynamic _sts
could be conducted and the vehicle structural elements later used in a future non-
critical unmanned vehicle launch. With the first approach, 53.1 million dollars
could be saved from the Mr.,LV single-stage-to-orbit development test program
or with the second approach_25.5 million dollars could be saved from the opera-
tional program.
7.1.3 Facilities Checkout Vehicle
A facilities checkout vehicle ("F" vehicle) was specified in the baseline program
to determine the physical and functional compatibility of the stages and vehicle
to the production, test and launch Iacilities; the equipnaent; the tooling and the
procedures. The "F" vehicle will be essentially a complete vehicle with only
the engines and some minor systems deleted. If the "F" vehicle could be de-
leted from the program, ;he savings would not be too significant as the tests
performed using the facilities checkout vehicle would still have to be performed.
If, however, the first B&D vehicle could be used for these tests, the deletion
of the requiremer_ f,ov the separate facilities checkout vehicle hardware would
reduce the non-recurring MLLV single-stage-to-orbit costs by 41 million
dollars.
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7.1.4 Static Tests
Statie test firings of the main stage will be used in the baseline pro_,n'am to verify
propulsion and control systems and to verify capability of all systems to function
under the environment generated with fullthrust. Under the AMI,I.V MI,LV test
:Lad launch concept, the static firing tests will be performed at the launch site in
the launch _)osition. Deletion of static testing, therefore, would not sigpificantly
reduce facility, equipment or tooling requirements nor delete the major costs
associated with the test stand as these elements would still be required for launch.
ttowever, deletion of static testing would reduce the time line far the launch eyele
by 14 1 '2 weeks, i.e.: 4 I 2 weeks required for static test_ng of the stage, three
additional weeks required for silo refurbishment, and seven weeks required for
stage refurbishment. The total baseline launch cycle with static testing is 32
weeks. Deletion of the static tests would reduce this time to 17 1 2 weeks and
permits the launcqing of three vehicles per year from one launch pad instead of
the two specified by the baseline program. (This could result in a cost savings
of 573 million dollars for an additional launch complex should a rate of three
per year be required. Recurring cost savings from better facility utilization
_'ould be 62 million doilars per launch.'_ If the launch rate remains at two per
year. then these szvings would not be achieved. Approximately 27 million clol-
lars per MLLV single-stage-to-orbit weald be saved by the deletion of the static
firing tests. This assumes that the launch facility manhours can be reduced by
the manhours required for static test {allowable variable launch facility head-
count.) If a constant headcount is required, the o .ly co=t savings would be that
associated with the reduction in instrumentation, parts refurbishment, an_l fuel.
This cost savings would be only one million dollars p,_r vehicle.
7.1.,3 Main Stage Propulsiovt System {Two Position Nozzle)
The baseline multichamber plug engine propulsion system will contain a single
position nozzle. Utilization of the two position nozzle {see Section 4.3.1.1.
Volume II') v, ould reduce the cost of the aft portion of the nozzle exit cone and
at the same time reduce the size of the required engine system by providing
improved sea level performance. Tho combination of lower weight and im-
proved performance would not only reduce the cost of the engine but would also
prov',le an increase of 2.5.36 pounds in orbital payload capability for the MI,I,V
single-stage-to-orbit vehicle. This we, rid have a significant effect on the recur-
ring c,'_sts of programs where payload size was not limited. The cost savings
on a :16 vehicle production program of the MI,I,V slngle-stagr-to-orbit vehicle
configuration for example would be approximately 50 million dollars. This
value includes the savings resulting from the lower cost smaller engine system.
and the savings that can be attributed to the increased payloads put up by the
vehicles containing thla engine system. {Note: If the payload capability of the
vehicle Is held constant at the baseline value and the overall vehicle size is re-
duced to compensate for 'he improved performance as dh*cussed in Section 6.0.
the resulting cost saving for the program will be $13 million.)
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7.1.6 BasePlug
With the use of the 24 multichamber/plug engine modules (each having the two
position nozzle), it may be possible to delete the base plug with only a minor
loss in engine performance A preliminary estimate of the savings is 55.4
million dollars for a vehicle program consisting of 36 launches of the MLI,V
single-stage-to-orbit vehicle configuration. Further performance trades are
required to verify this estimate.
7.1.7 Instrumentation
The systems pnrtion of the MLLV vehicle costs will be significantly greater
than the cost of the structure. An analysis of these system costs indicate that
while the majority of the systems are required, a portion of the costs are attrib-
utable to redundant and/or excessive instrumentation. A reduction in this in-
strumentation could reduce the recurring costs by approximately 6.6 million
dollars for the 36 vehicle MLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle program.
7. i. 8 ,Major Component Tests
The sub-components and the major components that make up the main stage of
the MLLV vehicle will each be subjected to separate tests and to extensive
quality and reliability assurance operations. For example, the individual com-
i)onents of the hydrogen and LOX tanks will be subjected to numerous interim
tests prior to the ultimate hydrostatic and mating tests. Similarly, the engines
will be tested by the engine manufacture several times prior to receipt at the
assembly facility. At the assembly facility, they will then be subjected to sub-
systems and interface tests and later to actual static firing test at the launch
site. Similar type tests will be performed at successive levels of assembly
on the electrical and hydraulic components. A reduction in the amount of test-
ing through test deletion and/or by combined systems testing would significantly
reduce the costs of a stage. This number is not readily available without an
extensive detailed analysis of historical data. However, a best engineering
estimate of this cost saving is 4.1 million dollars per vehicle. For a 36 MLLV
single-stage-to-orbit vehicle program, this would amount to a saving of 108
million dollars.
7.1.9 Design Philosophy
The design philosophy utilized for the AMLLV/MLLV was based upon that used
in the Saturn V program which maximized the safety and reliability. F_educing
this reliability slightly by increasing fabrication tolerances, reducing safety
factors, and changinq some of the design formula utilized to determine the size
and shape of the structures could result in a slg_lficant decrease in stage weight
and or complexity. This could have effects of decreasing the cost of fabrication
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7.1.9 (Continued)
and/or increasing the payload capability for a fixed vehicle size. For example.
a reduction in the safety factor from 1.4 to 1.25 for load carrying structures
would increase the payload of the MLLV single stage to orbit vehicle by approxi-
mately 6 percent. For a given program payload requirement equivalent to
launch of 36 baseline vehicles, the estimated cost saving is $928.7 million.
(Note: If the payload capability of the vehicle is held constant at the baseline
value and the overall vehicle size is reduced to compensate for the reduced
structure weight; as discussed in Section 6.0; the resulting cost saving to the
program will be $228 million.)
7.1.10 Manufacturing Procedures
The production concept utilized in the fabrication of the Saturn V vehicles to date
is one which provides specific areas for each type operation on each major com-
ponent with separately assigned workers to each of these areas. While this
concept improves reliability, by giving each worker a limited specific job to
accomplish, and is efficient and cost effective for fabrication of large quantities
of vehiules, it does not lend itself to low cost with a small production rate.
Also with the concurrent changes in part design for successive units, flow
through the production sequence must be paced by the time required to imple-
ment the change orders as they result fTom tests of similar earlier parts. Sig-
nificant cost reductions at low production rates may be realized if the production
is handled on a "model shop" basis where the workers have several different
but related functions such that when a function is completed the workers can then
accomplish the next successive similar operation. This approach would result
in a minimum "idle" time with a significant reduction in the manufacturing man-
hours required to do a job. For the production and launch rate of two per year.
it is estimated that savings of approximately 1,130 million dollars could be
realized for a 36 MLLV single-stage-to-orbit vehicle program.
7.1.11 On-Board Test and Checkout
An on-board testand checkout system was described in Volume II(MLLV Design)
of thisreport. In addition, its impact on the schedule and launch was discussed
in Volume Ill.(Resource Implications). However. allof the cost data was gen-
erated without regard to having on-board test and checkout capabilityas the im-
pact of these systems could not be realistically assessed. It is obvious that
utilization of the on-board tests and checkout systems while increasing direct
production costs would significantly reduce the large number of personnel re-
quired for pre-fllght test and checkout operations. In addition, there would be
some reduction in the test costs associated with interim manufacturing test
cqserations. An estimate of savings that could possibly be realized with this
system is approximately 150 million dollars for a thlrty-siX MLLV slngle-stage-
to-orbit vehicle program.
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- 9 PROGRAM IMPACT OF COST REDUCTIONS
To assess the combined impact of all of the above cost reduction techniques, a
progTam consisting of the "get ready", development test, manufacture and launch
of 36 MLLV single stage to orbit vehicles was made. The baseline cost for this
program will be $11 billion. The 36 operational launches will put into orbit
16,979,000 pounds of payload at a total program cost of 648 dollars per pound.
Table 7.2.0.0-I lists the cost elements, as discussed above, where cost savings
potential exist. The elements are listed in a sequence progressing from those
which have the least potential risk to those which have the most potential risk.
The amount of dollars that can be saved with each of these elements, as sh¢)wn,
include savings in both non-recurring and recurring costs. The overall included
non-reeur-'ing cost savings of $1.6 billion encompass deletion of the facilities
checkout _ehicle, deletion of dynamic test, base plug deletion for Phases A and
B. design philosophy simplification and the use of the first two R&D flights for
delivery of unmanned non-critical payload. The overall recurring includes cost
savings for the 36 vehicle operational program of $2.4 billion encompass static
test deletion, major component test reduction, instrumentation reduction, base
plug production deletion, engine nozzle modifications, changes to the manufac-
turing procedures and to the addition of the on-board test and checkout system
to the vehicle. The total maximum potential cost savings is $4.0 billion for the
Phases A and B plus 36 launches. This reduction would result in a total pro-
gTam cost of delivered payload of $412 per pound.
The data shown in Table 7.2.0.0-I shows that the majority of the proffram cost
savings that can be realized will result from changes in design, manufacture.
test and launch philosophies. Application of design or configuration alternatives
will result in only minor cost savings if the current philosophies are maintained.
Of the potential savings of $4 billion, only the following savings are not attribu-
table to changes in program philosophy:
Item
Use of On-Board Test and Checkout
Engine Nozzle Modification
Base Plug Deletion
Instr umentation Reduction
Potential Savings
$15051
50M
555I
7 M
TOTA L $262 M
The sum of these elements represents only 6 1 '2 l_ercent of the overall potential
savings shown.
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I TABLE 7.2.0.0-I COST REDUCTION FOR SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT MLLV
PROGRAM CONSISTING OF 36 VEHICLES
I
i
I
I
i
I
RISK RATING COST REDUCTIONCOST ELEMENT
1 2 R&D Flights $ 530 Million
2 On Board Test & Checkout 150 Million
3 Manufacturing Procedures 1,130 Million
4 Engine Nozzle Modification 50 Million (13M*)
5 Base Plug Deletion 55 Million
6 FacilitiesCheckout Vehicle
Deleted
instrumentatlon, Reduction
Major Component Test
Reduction
9 Dynamic Test Vehicle
Deletion 53 Million
10 StaticTest Deletion 970 Million
11 Design Philosophy 929 Million (228M*)
TOTAL $4, 023 Million
41 Million
7 Million
108 Million
*As applicable, numbers in parentheses represent program cost savings if payload of each
vehicle is maintained constant and overall size of the vehicle is reduced to compensate for
the lower inert weight and/or increased performance. Other numbers represent
cost savings if payload capability is allowed to increase and that this increased
capability per launch can be used to reduce the number of launches or increase
the effectiveness of the program by providing more payload per launch.
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_.0 PR OGRAM MANAGER'S ASSESSI_IENT
The final portion of the study activity consisted of a critical review of the dat,n
:tnd stud)' results by the program manager and members of the stutiy team. This
review indicated that this study (and the reference study) had resulted in a de-
tailed conceptual design for launch vehicles which is attractive in terms of I)oth
cost performance and payload potential. This concept makes use of the opera-
tional simplicity of a single stage vehicle to transport payload to earth orl)it.
The Saturn V/Apollo program and related activities have advanced the techn()l()_5
base to the point that such a system is now feasible and can be developed and im-
i)Iemented within the current stage-of-the-art. The use of strap-on stages and
injection stage modules in conjunction with the main stage (as developed for the
single-stage-to-orbit application) will provide a series of vehicles capable of
providing a range of payloads extending from that of the single-stage-to-orbit
confi_,naration up to four times that of the single-stage-to-orbit configuration.
The flexibility and simplicity offered by these configuration options can provide
significant cost advantages relative to previously considered systems for boost-
ing large heavy payloads.
These studies, which investigated size effects, indicate that the single-stat4e-
to-orbit concept (with its various payload augmentation options) is applicable
to a wide range of payload requirements and as such, a specific vehicle family
could be tailored to accomplish any spectrum of missions.
This study also resulted in a comprehensive plan for implementation and opera-
tion of such vehicle systems with supporting cost detail. As the resource and
cost data were developed in accordance with current operational philosophies
and costing procedures, the results are directly comparable to existing data
for current systems. The results define a fixed yardstick against which future
improvements to improve performance or minimize cost can be measured. With
the resulting data and the methodology developed for its use. the priorities for
improving technology can be assessed relative to their cost/performance potcn-
tiM.
The results of this study and the detailed data developed are in sufficient depth
t,, provide a comprehensive reference for follow-on Phase B activities. The
method of presenting the data should provide a detailed format and guide f(,r
subsequent Phases I_. C and D activities.
The stud,,- review indicated, however, that certain areas of the study received
a disproportionate emphasis. The review also indicated certain minor incon-
sistencies between the design, resource and coat data.
()f the resource data generated, for example, the vehicle structures received
far more emphasis than th-. other vehicle systems. Even though the estimated
cost for the launch facility implementation and operation represented between
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:',(_ t,_ .-,(_percent of tile total program cost, less emphasis was placed on detail
it_ tt_is area than any ef the areas. A more detailed breakdown of the c_sts asso-
ci:lted with the launch facility and operations is required. While tile estimates
wt,rc i,ruvided from people actively working the launch area. it is felt that the
t,._ti,t_utes more nearly relate to current operations rather than tu the AMI.I.V
:tn<! MI.I,V vehicles. For example, accordino_ to the Chrysler "National Sp_tce
I_<_,_stet Study", the launch cost for a three stage Saturn V :tt the rate of t-w<_per
,_'ar willhe approximatelyS84,000,000. While the MLLV single-staKe-to-orl_it
vehicle will deliver tx,"ce the payload to orbit of a two stage Saturn V vehicle.
its liftoff weight will be almost identical to that of the two stage Saturn V vehicle.
The single-stage-to-orbit vehicle has only one stage wherein the Saturn V refer-
t,nce vehicle has three stages, The Saturn V also consists of t_.o different pro-
t_ellant systems" a LOX,'RP-1 and a LOX/LH 2 system. The cost estimates,
hox_ever, despite the weight similarities and fewer number of components attril,-
utahle to tb.e MLLV, show that the launch operations cost for the MLLV single-
sta_,.e-to-orbit vehicle, at a rate of t_'o per year. will be $88.,300.000 per vehicte
:ts compared to $84,000.000 for the three stage Saturn V vehicle. Logic indi-
cates that the MLLV launch costs should be on the order of 20 to 2.3 percent less
thau those shown. A more detailed study of the launch facility would provide
cost estimates to a ga'eater depth and would improve the confidence in the num-
l_(,rs _enerate,!.
I_y study ffroundrules, the location for the launch facility will be on land in the
l.:ltmch Complex :_9 area. Tile acoustical studies showed that many of the dif-
ferent possible configurations for the MLI.V and AMLLV families could not be
I.mnched from such a site without creating a severe acoustical problem in the
surroundin_ inhabited areas. As little can be done to reduce the launch noise
timt w<mld _wcu." from the rocket exhaust, the only practical solution would be
to move the launch facility to a more romote site. This could be accomplished
hv locating the facility on some of the sand bars off shore at Cape Kennedy.
locattn_ the facility on offshore islands, or u:_e of a floating launch facility.
The launch complex shown was defined as a feasible facility, however, no de-
t'til studies were accomplished to optimize such a facility and its operations.
There "we many alternative ways for launching the vehicles other than the _mes
shown which may be more adaptable to I,,cation at these altertmtive sites.
l':_,rcn though an on-board test and check++ut system was specified l>v the design
+,oncopt. the impact of such a system f>n the resource requirements could n,_t
adequately I>e assessed by this stud)'. In the area of launch operations, such a
s_ stem sh,mld drastically reduce the costs. Incorporation of such a system.
h,_wever, would increase the Initial cost for the design and development of the
systems ;_nd would also increase costs for manufacturing and installation <>fthe
ssstems. Additional studies are required to define in detail: (1) the specific
requirements far e=nch of the on-board te_t and checkout elements as they relate
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to their assigned subsystems, (2) the interface and integ-rateo operation of the
combined on-board test and checkout elements and (3) the necessary procedures
and operations which should be associated with producing, testing and launching
vehicles incorporating such systems.
Additional study is required to more adequately define the thermal environment
in the base region during the flight regime. The best method of cooling this
region should be defined through further design studies.
A review of the stress analysis showed that the toroidal tanks of the injection
stage modules were designed for the cut-off acceleration of the maximum p_,y-
load vehicles (i.e., main stage plus eight SRM stages plus a three module in-
jection stage) of approximately 3.9 g's. The vehicle consisting of a main stage
and a single module injection stage will fly a trajectory, however, such that the
vehicle acceleration at cutoff of the main stage will be approximately 8 g's.
This cutoff condition will, therefore, be beyond the design capability of toroid_l
tanks. Additional stress analysis and design detail is required to modify the
design of the injection stage tankage such that it is adaptable to all of the poten-
tial vehicle configurations.
The review also showed that the specified design would not adapt to all of the
possible eighteen configurations. To provide this total flexibility some addi-
tional studies are required to slightly modify the trajectories to minimize the
loads for certain specific configurations (such as the main stage plus two strap-
on stages in the parallel burn mode). These trajectory modifications can be
made such that the current design is acceptable to all of the potential configura-
tions without seriously degrading the performance of any of the particular con-
figurations.
Several numerical errors in the recording and buildup of cost data were un-
covered during the assessment. Those errors which would have resulted in a
significant variance in the study results, were corrected and the costing analy-
ses and methodology were updated to incorporate these corrections. Certain
small errors, which would not significantly effect the study results, were left
uncorrected in order to avoid redoing the detailed compilation from raw data
inputs through the detail cost buildups to the costing methodolog3".
The prelmration of the figures and tables in this document we.s accomplished
through con,:iderable effort in abstracting the specific data from the bulk of
data available. I,engthy computations were required to compile this data in a
meaningful manner. These computations for the most part were accomplished
manually. As stated above, many errors resulted during the detailed manual
computation and transcribing of the data. These required extensive correction
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and rework of the cost analyses. To improve the facility for similar cost analy-
ses in the future, it is recommended that computer storage of the cost data be
i,rovided with the provision for easy access and updating of the data as required.
In conjunction with the storage, a computer program with the capability of per-
forming at least all of the calculations required for this volume should be pro-
vided. With this tool and the methodology developed by this report, detailed
cost analyses could be run on a variety of systems in a matter of hours with
minimal error (as compared to manual computation). The er[ects of changing
costs due to improved design, different philosophy or changes in pricing factors
could be evaluated expeditiously by changing the data in storage, machine com-
putation of the problems, and selected data print-out.
The studies indicated, that while costs can be affected by certain design or con-
figuration improvements, operational and implementation philosophies primarily
will determine the program costs. The one time use of the expendable vehicle
components is a major cost driver. Further studies should be accomplished to
cost optimize the vehicle design, to define low cost implementation and opera-
tional philosophies and to consider the potential of recovery and re-use of the
main stage hardware,
Prior to implementation of systems such as the AMLLV and MLLV, many ad-
vances probably will be made in new materials and processes. The potential of
these materials should be identified and studies conducted to show the proper
methods for incorporation of these materials into the vehicle systems. Detailed
resource plans similar to those provided for the baseline vehicles (with aluminum
structures) should be prepared for selected structural material alternatives.
Associated costs should then be determined and compared to the baseline costs.
Such studies should be accomplished on a reeurrlng periodic basis.
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